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During the last decade, the demand for Geographic Idonnation Systems (GIS) in
management and design applications has greatly i

n

d The realization of a GIS in

many application areas stiU sUners h m data acquisition problems. To be ofvalue to the
user, a GIS must k updated regulariy, so thai the m f o d o n in the database c o d y

represents the real world However, the acquisition of up-to-daîe GIS data by
conventional survey techniques is prohiitive in cost and has therefore limited the
applicability and usefbhess of GIS to potential users. D e s c n i in this thesis is an
attempt to overcome this problem by employhg a mobile highway swey system and an
associated workstation for gareferencecf images.

The total system consists of a data acquisition system, cailed VISAT, and a &îa
processing system, caiied VISAT Station. in this thesis, ody the fint component wiU be

addressed The data acmition system has been designed and implemented in
cooperation between The Univmity of Calgary (Uorri) and GEOFIT Inc. The system atn
be used to create and selectively update GIS databases very quickly and inexpensively.

The system derives its name, =AT, firom the fàct that it utülles Vide0 images, an INS
system, and the GPS Satellite system. The system inteptes a cluster of Charge-Coupled-

Devices (CCD)cameras, an Inertjal Navigation System (DIS), and SateUite racehem of
the Global Positionhg System (GPS). The system Cartier is currently a van, but the use of

the system in airborne or marine mode c m be realized in a similar way. For the van

application, the overall objective was the development of a precise mobile highway

s w e y system that could be opaatcd at a speed of 60 I;m pr hour and couid achieve an
accuracy of 0.3

m (RMS) with respect to the @en

contml h e w o r i c and a relative

accuracy of0.1 m (RMS)fot pomts withui a 35 m radius. This aceiiracy was required in

ail environments inciudmg inmr cities, wherr a stand-aione GPS is not diable. Sensor

integration has been

to reliabiy reach the accuracy quirements m diffèrent

environments. Data flow optimiBtion has been &ne with the objective of fkilitating the
subsequent feature extraction process and transfer into a GIS m m .

System testing indicaîes that highway velocities of 60 km/h can be maintaineci wim
adequate data transfet and -et

positionhg in a pst-processing mode with the VISAT

Station softrvare. Exteiisive tests m city centers, suburban areas, and rurai areas have

s h o w that the ~i-to-runand day-to-dy repeatabiiity achievd is about 10 cm (RMS) in

horizontal and about 5 cm (RMS) in height and that the e p t e d absolute positiouing
accuracy of 30 cm is surpased inmany cases.
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NOTATION

1- CONVENTIONS

1.1 Vectors and matrices are typed in boldnw.
12 Vectors are represented by lower-case l m .

1.3 Matrices are represented by u p p r a s e 1etters.
1.4 Wector" means cornpotlents ofa v e c t o ~A superscript indicaies the particuiar
ûame in which the vector is npte~eflted,e.g,

i .5Rotation Matrix R are specified by two mdices such tbat the transformation

fiom the b-hme to the c-&me is given by
rC=&r

6

1.6 hgular velocity of the m-âame with respect to the i - M e mrdinated inthe

b
-=[a,

T
0,

a:]

or by the corresponding skew-symmetricmatra

ûperational inertial fiame (i-hne)
0

origin :at the mass center of the Earth.
x-axis :towards the mean v

d eqhox.

y-axis :completes a nght-handed system.
z-axis :coincident with the mean rotation axis ofthe

Eanh-fixesi fhme(e-We)
origin :center of mass of the M.
xaxis :orthogonal to the z-axis, m the mean Greenwich

meridian plane.
y-axis :completes a right-handed system.

z-axis :directionofmean spm axis ofthe Earth.

The rotation ofthe e-fiame with respect to the i-fiame is given by

Local-Level finune (LL-fiame)
origin :at topocentet.
x-axis :ellipsoidal east.

y-axis :eilïpsoidai norih,
z-axis :pogaiag up dong the eiiipsoidai n o d

The transformation maoix behueen the LL-fhne and the O-fkameis given by

de=,

9

is the geodetic latitude

A.

is the geodetic longitude

Bodyframe(b-fiame)
origin :at center of accelerometer proof masses. Assumeci to be

identical with center of rotation of rotated sensor unit
x-axis :pointing to the right-hauded side when lookhg forwd

y-

:pointing forward dong the longitudinal.

z-axis :completes a right-handed system.
The transformation matrix betweaithe b-fhme and the LL-fiame is given by

where,
(r, p, y) are the three Euler angles defiad as:
r

mil, around y-axis, positive counter-cIockwise when seni fiom the

positive end of the axis
P

pitch, around x-axis, positive counter-c1ockwisewhen seen from the
positive end ofthe axis

Y

yaw, around zaxis,positive counter-cIockwise when seen h m the
positive end ofthe axis

3-D

Three dimensional

ABS

Anti-lwk Btaking-System

A D C

Analog-to-Digital Converter

C/ACode

Coarse/Acquisition Code

AVLN

Automatic Vehicle Location and Navigation

CCD

Charge Coupled Devices

CCIR

Commite CollSUIfatifInternational des

Radiocommunications
CEP

Circdar Emr Probable

CPU

Centrai Processing Unit

DBMS

Data Base Management System

DD

Double Difference

DOP

Dilution of Precision

DR

Dead Reckoning

EIA

Electronics Industries Association

FOV

Field of View

O

GCP

Ground Control Point

O

GPS

Global Positioning System

Hz

Hem

MSYNC

The vide0 image's Horizontal Syncb-on

WS

Inetcial Navigation System

a

IMU

mQ

ïntemrpt Request

ITS

Intelligent Transportation Systems

rvHS

Intelligent Vehicle Highway System

NTSC

National Television Systems Co-

OTF

On The Fly

PC

Personal Cornputer

PCode

Precise Code

PLL

Phase-Locked-Loop

PPS

Puise Per Second (of the GPS meive)

RAM

Random Access Memory

RMS

Root Mean Square

RTC

Real Time Clock

RAm

Redundant Anay ofIndependent Disks

signal

SCSI

U T M

SmaU Cornputer Systcm Inte*

Universal Transverse Mercator

VGA

Vide0 Graphics Array

VISAT

Video-Uiertial-SATellite

VSYNC

The vide0 image's Vertical Synchronktionsigoal

WL

Wide Laue

ZUPT

Zero Velocity Update

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

With the continuing p w t h of urban centers on a world-wide scale, the demand of city
plamers for up-to-date information is increasing at a rapid rate. This has led to the

establishment of spatiaily-referenced Geographic Information Systans (GIS) for a variety

of applications. The information needed is expensive to obtain by conventional methods.
These methods are therefore not well s u i a d for rapid updating. In addition, conventional
methods often supply only pohtwise i n f o d o n and are therefore not suited to answer
the hcreasingly complex questions conceming the interaction of diffemit factors in urban

centers and their time dependencies. Satellite remote senshg and aerial photogrammetry

are two methods which c m provide a variety of GIS information at high rates and

reasonable cost. However, in the first case the associated acclnacy is not currently

sufficient for many appLicatiom, and in the second case the near vertical field of view
provides only part of the information needed.

Furthemore, the qquality and type of infofmafion requked by the user k changing. Quite
ofien the user preféts a cartographically less p e r f i W u c t (e.g. map substitute) that
contains the most recent idormation rather than a p&ct

of very high cartographie

standard but with contents that is not upltodate. A b , the dernands for user specEc maps
or data, and for non-cartographie products such as féports, images, graphs, and aiiswm to

questions are s t d y incteasing. This requires mappmg

-011s

to be more

sensitive to user needs and to put in place mare flexible information h i o n processes

which can be optimalty achieved ushg information technology ody.

With the advances made in satellite and

~~ georeferencinp techni~uesand the ready

availability of digital imagllig sensors, a considerable portion of GIS information can

potentiaily be acquired h m moving vehicles. The advantage of kinematic-mode data
collection is that the s w e y can be perfomied much faster and thmfore more
economidy.

1.2 Vehick Navigation Systems

Land vehicle navigation has advanced sigdicantiy ovet the past ten years. This has been
due largely to the advancement of navigation and cornputer related technologies
(Krakiwsky, 1991). During this period, land vehicle navigation bas beea known as, or

associated with, Automatic Vehicie Location and Navigation (AVLJ), Intelligent Vehicle

Highway Systems (IVHS), Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and ,more tecent&,

Mobile Mapping Sy-

(MMS).

In recent years there has ken an explosion in the nmbeq type and dnrersity of syste!m
designs and application areas. A total of 280 distinct land AVLN systems have k e n
documented in Ktakiwdq a al. (1995). These systemr can k classified mto five types:
Autonomous, Fleet Management, Advisory, Inventory and Mapping, and Poxtable. Table
1. i Lists the charactmsfics and applications of these systems.

Positioning, locating, and navigating are distinct processes in these AVLN systems.
Positioning is determining coordinates in a nxed coordmate system (Krakiwsky and

Wells, 1971). Coordinates by themselves do litîle to tell the average person where they
are. Locating is the process of putiing coordinates into a Grame of reference that is more
useful. Typically, a map with topographical featiire? navigational aids, roads, street
addresses, etc. is used to detemiine

location @dock, 1995). Navigation regards the

provision of directional idormation on how to tram1 h m the vehicle's pracnt position
to a given destination or a set of waypoints (Hamis, 1988).

Classical AVLN systems used to be smgle-sensor systems either usmg satellite-baseci
sensors (eq., Global Positioning System(GPS)), land-radio-station techniques (e.g., Loran
C), road-faciiity hhstructures (e.g., beacons), or a dead reckoning (DR) sensors (e-g.,

compass and odometery) (Abousalem, 1993). For high accuracy applications, integrated
navigation sensors, such as GPSiTNS, w m employed The cost of such systems is higher

than that of single-sensorsystems, however, the mtegration is a trade-off between cost on
the one hand and performance, versatüity, accmacy, and diabiiity on the othg (Wong et.

ai., 1988). T m ,it is the application itseifwhich inherentiy defines the system's specific

requirements and hïtations and Wrewise governs the various navigationai and
informationai strategies to be hcorporated. For example, the integration of navigation
sensors with sighting devices, e.g. digitai cameras and laser imaghg, extends the

applicaîion of AVLN systems to inventory and mobile mapping.

1.3 Bistory of Mobiie Mapping Systems

Starthg wah the development of the Mobile Highway Inventory System (MHIS) by a

number of Canadian provinces and some US states in 1983, surveying âom a movbg van

has become more and more sophkhted and is now at a pomt where it matches classical
survey methods ia accmcy and fa surpasses them in ewnomy. In the classical appmach,
discrete static measurements are wd to fiiu the position of individual points whkh are
then used to derive highway features of interest. In the kinernatic approach, a combinaiion
of navigation and imaging sensors are wd to mord all visible feahrces dong a highway
comdor

h m a moving van. This information is then used to fonn a continuous three-

dimensional (3-D) mode1 of the highway comdor b m which d features of interest can
be extracted and stored in a 3-DGIS Systcms (Schwa~~
et. al. (1993a)).

and Applications ( S o m : Krakiwsb

Table 1.1 :List of AVIS Systems -CS

Applications
Stand-done vehicies with positionhg Used in paponal vehicles
device and a mep databasefor o n a e guidance and
assistance;
basicaiiy
qiacmg paper maps and
yellow pages.
2. Fleet
Management

+ Fleets of vehicles Iinked to a control

CMC ap~fi&oIlS, nich aS

police,
fke
ambulance,
+ Although positionhg sensors are SerYices, etc.
available in the vehicles, the map
databases are not necessary.
center via co~llllluuicatio~
link

fleets,
delivery

+ The control center is responsible for
transmission of the necessary
information to the vehicle on cail.

the

- - - -

-

blend of autonomous and flet + Used for access to route
information, such as cealmanagement arcktecture.
thne tratnc information,
+ Not controlled by a dispatcher center, tum restrictions, one-way
but part of a fleet that is king senred by a
stmets, and, in some
traffic control center.
sYs=W
weather
4 The control center is a mobile semice conditionscentet.
+ Essential to minhke
+ Vehicles receive updaîed information route travel t h e and to
regarding t d i c and weather m f o d o n pment and avoid trafEc
without the control center king able to congestion.
identay them.

+A

- - -

4. Inventory and + Autonomous vehicles equipped with Used in the inventory of
road conditions, mapping,
navigation and imaging sexlsors.
Mapping

+ May have a communications link with

and
applications.

GIS

a control center.
-

-

5. Portable

Autonomous systems that are
permanently instalied in a vehicle.

not Useà by torinns, hikers,
real estate agents, hunters,
business travelers, and
others.

The initial MHIS had these ~apabilitie~
ody in an embyonic stage-It used -opes,
accelerometers, and a wheel odometer to fix the location o f the vehicie, and video
cameras to document featurrs in the highway corrîdor. The positionhg accirracy of this
survey van was rather poor and the vide0 images were not digitjzed for measurement
purposes. However, it provided a good visual record of highway features and their
apprortimate locations. In 1988, a major step forward was made when a new positionhg
and orientation cornpanent was tesîed for the Alberta MHIS. Satellite methods (Le.
differential GPS) were employed to improve the positionhg accuracy and an inertial
strapdown system was used to bridge GPS outages and to provide the capaôility for
accute camera orientation. R d t s of these tests showed that positionhg of the vehicle
was possible with an accuracy of 0 2 to 0 3 m while moving at a speed of 50 to 70 km pet

hour (for details, see Lapucha, 1990). A proposai to M e r develop this system into a
precise highway s w e y system was discussed by Lapucha e t al. (1990).

The next major step was made when the mformation contained in the video images was
itself incorporated into the measurement process. This idea is basic to the highway van

developed by the Ohio State University's Center of Mapping and the GEOVAN system
operated by GEOSPAN Corp.. Both systems work with an -y

of vide0 cameras. The

video idormation is stored and individual images are digitized pst-mission. If digital
images of the same object are available h m two different positions, then the 3-D

position of the object with respect to the camera reference can be obt;rined. As long as the
distances between object and camera reference are short, hi& positionhg accuracy can

be achieved. In order to maintain diis accuracy dong the whole trajectory, the position

and orientation of the cameras has to k detemiined with a similar accuracy. Little

information has been pubkhed on how the orientation of the images is obtained in the
above mentioned systems or how the d i f f i t data streams are tirne-tagged. It is,
therefore, difficuit to assess the oyrall accuracy ofthese systmis at this stage.

In this thesis, the fiuther development of mobile m u i t i - m r systems for ixtventory ami
mapping is describeci, While this work was pusueci at The UaivefSjty of Calgary7similar
ideas were developed by odin nsearch groups. Table 1.1 Lists other developed Mobile
Mapping Systems (MMS) and their hardwarr stniaurrs. Their accuracy is typically in the
1-2 m range. This was not sufncient for the development of the system descn'bed in this

thesis which required accuracy of 0.3 m or betier. For detailed information on the other
systems, the following references should be consulted Bossler e t al. (1993), Halverson
(1 9W),Pottle (1995), Baraniak (1994), ROADWARE (1994), and A& (1995).

Table 1.1 :List of Existirig MMS and Their Hardware Structure

1.4 Research Objectives

The main objective ofthis thesis is the development of a fin and accurate mrvey system

which operates from a moving vehicle. The system described was developed as part of

The University of Calgary's rescarch on precise multi-sensor mobile siaveyhg systems
for general mapping and GIS applications. The system is named VISAT, duding to the

fact that it integrates xideo cameras, an bertial system, and SATellite GPS receivm.

The WSAT concept integrates ideas mentioned previously with the requirernents for an
accurate and versatile GIS.More specifically, a precise mobile w e y system had to be

developed that could be opetated at speeds of up to 60 km per hou and achieve a
positioning accuacy of 0 3 m (RMS) with respect to the @en

control fhmework and a

relative accuracy of 0.1 m (RMS) for points withm a 35 rn radius; sensor integration had
to be optimized to

reach these requirements; and data fiow had to be streamhed to

facilitate the subsequent feahire extradon process and tramfer inta a GIS.The specined
accuracy was requjred in aiI environments, including inner cities, which made it

impossible to use GPS alone for positioning. The &ta captining and storage process had
to be separated nom the feaa~eextraction process for the GIS.Thus, the development of

a stand-alone workstation was an important recphment in the overaii system concept.

Under the overall objective' the foliowing tasks had to be addressed :
Choose suitable hardware for the system,

Develop GPSANSNideo integtation, synchronimtion, and 10-

software,

Develop a georeferencing moQl for vide0 images,
Develop calïiration software for the integrated system,

Investigate the main tactors &&g

the nnal accuracy ofthe VISAT system,

Implement d-time and pst-mission@ty

controi,

and

Test the production system in d i n i n t opedonai environmentS.

In Chapter 2, the concept and the major cornponents of the VISAT system are described

Hardware limitations and the integration of GPS and INS with video cameras are
outlined. The underlying principle of extracthg 3-Dcoordinates h m the video images

through the use of INSfGPS data is briefly discussed.

In Chapter 3, techuigues of integratmg multi-sensor data for mapphg applications will be
discussed. It is understood that mdti-sensor integration implies metent mathematical

and physical modeis. Essential components of muiti-seiisor systems for rnapping
applications will be discussed and a general mode1 for georeferencmg of multi-sensor
data will be presented.

In Chapter 4, the dibration of ali sensors of the integrated system will be presented as an
essential wuirement to ensure accurate 3-D positioning. System calibration kcludes the

detennination of camera parameters which defîne the intemai geometry of the c a m e
They are termed the b e r orientation parameters. The relptive Iocarion and orientation

between the camera cluster and the navigation sensors (GPS and INS) are defhed by the

relative orientaton parameters. The relative orieatation parameters will be used in the
georeferencing process for the transformation of the 2-Dimage coordinatCs mto the 3-D
object coordinates. In this chapter, an ovewiew of imaging with CCD cameras will be
given as an introduction to the g e n d requirements of their caliion. Mathematid

models of integrating the navigation seiwr output in the &%ration procedure will be
discussed.

In Chapter 5, the factors affecthg the accmcy of the 3-Dcoordinates are discussed, The
&ai accuracy of 3-D coordinates computed from the VISAT system is a fûnction of the

complete processing chain, which involves GPS position, INS position/attitude, system

synchronization, system caii'bration, pixel size, pointmg accuracy, and van speed, The
procedure of 3-D coordinate computation will be discussed, foliowed by a discussion of

the factors affecthg the accuracy. The expected accuraçy of the 3-D coordinates and the
contribution of each component to the e m r budget wiii conclude the chapter.

In Chapter 6, the results of system testing are presented* The system was tested in
Calgary, Montreal, and Quebec City over a total 500 km of roads. The test areas included
open areas, urban centers with narrow roads, and minor and major highways with a

number of oveipasses. A detailed anaiysis ofthese tests wiu be given.

Finally, Chaptcr 7 draws conclusions h m the rrsearch woik conducted and gives
recommendationsfor f.iinire work.

Some of the materiai presented in Chapters 3,5, and 6 bas k e n previously published in
papers. In those cases whem the candidate has been the author or a CO-auîhorof these
papers, quotations are not indicated as such, but are simpty r e f - d

This chapter presents the system concept and the major components of the VISAT
system, and highlights some of the harchware limitations and mtegration problems. It also

intrduces the principle of exeacting 3-Dcoordinates b r n video images through the use

of INS/GPS data.

2.1 System Concept

Figure 2.1 shows the conceptuai design and data flow of the WSAT system in schematic
form. The total system consists of a data acquisition system, d e d VISAT Log, a
georeferenchg processor, called GEORef; and a m

d

g and processing system, d e d

VISAT Station. The georeferencing processor consists of an image pmcessing module,
called UngRoc, and navigation processor, calleci KINGSPAD.

The VISAT Station

implements the concept of s t o ~ georefermced
g
digital images as the basic unit for 3-D

coordinate determination. By combiiling an arbitmry number of such units, which may be
fiom Merent t h e pends, the specinc information nquired is obtained. The system can

be used to selectively update and mate precise GIS databases v e v quickly and
inexpensively. Cucrentiy, the system carrier is a van (Figure 2.21, but other carriers such
as ships or aircraft can also be used

The VISAT System
SVHS

CCD

GPS

fNS

Figure 2.1 :The VISAT System

ABS

Figure 22: The VISAT Van
The overall objective of the VISAT development was the design of a precise mobile
survey system, for road inventory and g m d cadestral GIS applications, tbt could be

operated at speeds of up to 60 km per hour and would achieve an accunicy of 0.3 m
(RMS) with respect to the given control fkamework and a relative acciiracy of 0.1 m

(RMS)for points within a 35 m radius.

The system data acquisition components are a strapdom INS system, two LlL2 GPS
receivers, a cluster of video carneras¶an Antilock-Braking-System (ABS) pick-up, an

image control unit, and a S-VHS camera. The a c t i o n of each component can be

subdivided into primary and secondary tasks. In te=

of prMary fbnctions~the camera

cluster provides 3-D positionhg with respect to the VISAT refmce, which m most

cases is the pezspcctive centet of one of the cameras. The position of this reference with
respect to the existing coatml is determineci by di&rential GPS techniques, while the
camera orientation in 3-D space is @en

by the INS. The ABS system wilI trigger the

cameras at constant distance mtervals using the VISAT cwtroiier trigger charnel. In
terms of secondary f'uactions, the camera cluster provides redundancy, i e more than two

images of the same o b j a the GPS controis the INS enot propagation; and the INS,
when used in positionhg mode, bridges GPS outages, corrects GPS cycle slips, and gives

precise interpolation between GPS fixes. The ABS data can be used to update the INS
data in case of GPS signal blockage.

Surveying by

MSAT, therefore, consists essentially of three parts (Figure 2.3): data

acquisition, georeferencing, and 3-Dpositioning for GIS. The acquisition of synchronized

GPS, INS, ABS, and image &ta has been M y automateci to mbhke fiekl t h e whiie
maintaïning data suality. Position and orientation of the moving VISAT reference is
obtained in the georeferenchg process which requires GPS/INS data input and is
cutrently performed in pst-mission mode. Positioning of objects in the road corridor
with respect to the VISAT reference is done in pst-mission ushg two or more orient&

camera images. The d

t of this operation can dire*fy be

used to update or crrate GIS

databases. A brief description of each componeat is given in the subsequent sections.

Data Acquisition

Cconttreacîng

Automated collection

Rd position and

ofGPS, INS,and
CCD image data

attihide
stamp on images

Obt& 3-D coordinates
of al1 important featuns
and store them as
GIS elements

Figure 2 3 :The VISAT System Data Flow

23 Hardware and Data Acquisition

2.2.1. The MSAT Navigation Cornpient

Determinhg the navigation information (position and orientation) of the VISAT reference
in 3-D space û in principle a problem of trajectory detemination. The general motion of
each canera in space can be d e s c r i i by six parameters. They are typidy chosen as

three position and three orientation parameters. Measurhg systems used for WSAT
trajectory detennination must, therefore, have the capabiiity to sense six independent

quantities h m which these parameters are detived.

A conceptuaiiy simple implementation of this concept is a ztrepdorn inertial me-

unit. It consists of three gyroscopes which are useâ to sense angular vël~ciry~
and thrre
accelerometers which are used to seme specific force. The finit set of measutcments is

integrated in thne to pronQ orientation changes of the vehicle relative to its initial
orientation. Tbe second data set is used to denve vehicle acceleration with respect to
three orthogonal axes which after double integdon wRh respect to tirne @es

position

differences relative to an initiai position. n u s , a strapdown hertial meaSuRng unit can,

in principle, provide a i l information needed for this specific application. In practice, due
to the double integration, the tirnedependent position erzors will quickly exceed the

accuracy specifications for VISAT. Frequent updating is, therefore, needed to achieve
the required acciiracy. One of the typicai update measuements is the Zero-VelocityUpdate (ZUPT) which is simply obtained by stopping the vehicle. Disadvantages of usmg

ZUPTs are:
the system will be limited to semi-kinematic applications;

on highways and hi@-traffic roads, it is not possible to stop the vehicle without
intermpting the traftic flow;
the production rate, which is criticai in many pmjects, wiil be reduced

For more de-,

see El-Sheimy and Schwarz (1994).

GPS is another m e a s h g system that can be used for tajectory determmatioa. To reach

the accuracy required, it has to be used in différentia1 mode, Le. with one receiver
stationary at an initÜil lmown point and the 0 t h receiver in the moving vehicle. The
system output in this case are ranges and range rates between satellite and receiver,

derived h m carrier phase data, These megsutements can be used to determine position

and velociry of the vehicle with respect to the initial point Both of these vecton are given

in an ezutb-6ced coodinate system, so that it is, in principie, possible to derive
orientation changes by Merencing techniqyes. Thus, GPS can aiso provide the
infonnation needed for this specific application. Its major drawback is the problem of
cycle slips which are in essence gros errors leadhg to a discontinuity in the trajectoxy. In
addition, the range and range rate meaSuTements are not t d y independent, and the current

data density and accuracy are not diïcient to meet the accuracy rrqUmments for VISAT
orientation,

The navigation component of the VISAT system coasists of two Ashtech 212 GPS
receivers, a HoneyweU Laser-Ref

strapdown INS, and an ABS pickup. The

combination of the th= measuring systems o E i a number of advantages. In the
absence of cycle slips and signal blockage, the precise positionhg accucacy of differential

GPS can be used to provide muent updates for the i n d d system. The inertial sensor
orientation iafonnation and p m k position and velocity over short t h e mtervals d o w
the detection and correction of cycle slips. The ABS data can be wd to iipdate the INS if

the GPS signal is blocked for pends longer thaa the INS bridghg kvel required to

recover the GPS ambiguities. In general, the f s t that reàundant measurements are

available for the determination of the six rrqiiirrd tmjectory parameters greatly enhances
the reliabiiity of the system. See Appendur (1) for technical description of the INS Laser-

Ref III and the Ashtech 2-12 receiver.

23.2 The VISAT ïmagbg Conpontnt

The imaging component of the VISAT qstem consists of eight vidco cameras, of the
C O N 4980 series, widi a resolution of 640 x 480 pixeis (see Appe~~dix
(1) for technid
specii5cation of the carneras). The carneras are housed in a presSIITiZed case and mounted

inside two fixed-base towers on top of the VISAT van, thus eimi;namig aay chance of
camera movement during the survey. Six of these cameras are arrangeci in such a way thaî
they pmvide a 22Odegree horizontal field of view (FOV) and 37 degrees vertical FOV.

The other two cameras are dedicated to special high featws, e-g. power liaes.

Problems that have to be addressed when htegrating the CCD cameras with the INSlGPS
systems are due to current hardware limitations. They are :

1. Most ofthe fhme grabbers on the market can capture at most images fkom 3-4
cameras in a muitiplexing mode. In tbis mode, the time dehy between images

nom different cameras is of the order of 0.1 sec. hiring this delay the van wül
move at least 1-1.5 m, hence die advantages of having fixecl-base between the
cameras is lost This wïil affect the nnal accraacy smce any 4e m of the

INS/GPS will be amplined due to the srnail basehe between the camexas
2. The existing offde-sheif image pmcessing systems which capture up to six
images sïmultaneousiy require aLl the cameras to k synchronized.
Synchronizing eight cameras requires speciai hardware which is not curtently

availabie on the market.

3. In order to capam and record six images simuitaneously eveq 5-6 m (0.4 sec
at 60

kh), the data transfer rate ôetween the fiame @ber

and the systern

memory should be o f the order of 3 4 MB/sec. This requires a 32-bit bus
digitking board which is quite nue on the market. See Table 2 2 for more
details about the time taken by each component ofthe WSAT systern.
4. The limited -fer

rate of most h a d disks WUconsume most of the Iogging

computer centrai processing unit (CPU)time especialiy when û a n s f d g the
image data

In order to solve the problem of grabbing six images simuitaneously the Matrox IMAGE-

CLD has been chosen. The IMAGE-CLDis a color digitizer which can grab up to tbree
images simultaneously h m three syncfuonized monocbrome cameras. Two such boards

can be instailed in one computer *out
the Video

having a conflict 6 t h 0

t h hardware,

such as

Graphics Axray (VGA) address. The COHü 4980 has genlock capbilities,

externaily synchronized to an extemal sync generator. The extemal sync can be the

composite sync signai of auother camera (sync containing both horizontal and verticai
sync pulses of the Video signal). Therefore, one of the cameras can provide the
synchronizationby applying the composite sync to the other cameras genlock boards. The

IMAGE-CLDis interfaceci to the baseboard, a Matmx IMAGE-640, which works as a
temporary storage and an interface between the digitizer and the host computer. The

IMAGE440 has an EISA bus interface which provides a full 32-bitdata interface to the

host interface and fast image transfe~.

Tabk 2.1 :VISAT Data Capture and Write Cycle.
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Data Capture
(Total time = 1. GPS

1. Read, decode, and write.

2. INS

2. Read,deCo&, and write.

3. ABS

3. Receive and write.

100.6 mec)

4.

CCD

S. Keyboard

Image
(Total T h e 1- Read
= 387 msec)

4. Capture nVe images.

S. Key-

intmpts.

1. Read h m the mLaging
board.

2. Write

2. Write to the h d disk.

Total time

To synchmnize the eight cameras, a video signal controller (VISAT Controiier) has been
designed. The controller can handle up to 16 cameras and redirect eight of them in r d -

time accordhg to eight predefined user configurations. This aiiows the addition of more
cameras in the

The controller also includes two dedicated input chimwls for the

ABS data and the GPS receiver Puise Per Second (PPS). With these data the controiier

can perfomi the following:
receive the ABS data and htempts, and couat the number of ABS puises between
two consecutive GPS PPS,

trigger the carneras at a certain pdefined user distance; thus d the images within the
survey mission are e q d y spaced,

a

Mtch oWon the cameras ifthe van stops at a t d i c signais,
stamp any distancedependent events automatically with the GPS tirne, e.g. -end
of INS ZUPTs, stadend of GPS static periodsy

provide the sync sigoal RquUed for synchmnking the eight output images,
send a m

g message to the driver's remote waming panei, to stop the system for

an INS ZUPT m case of fiquent GPS signai blockages.

AU cameras are e x t e d y synchronized so that any image record (six images) is telateci
to

one position of the van. The images grabbed h m these cameras are compressed in

r d - t h e using a file system format and then stored to a

RAID (Redmdant Array of

Independent Disks). The RAID can store up to 17 Gbyte of data, which correspond to
110,000 images.

To speed up the RAID SCSI disk transfer rate, an EISA cashing SCSI

adapter has been used to transfer the data h m the system memory to the RAID with a

special Iow-level SCSI access format Each image cecorci is stamped with the GPS time

indicating the time of grabbing the images. This time is used in postslission to
georeference the video images usmg the GPS/INS position and eaitude data as describeci

in Chapter 3.

The imaging component of the VISAT van iacludes one S-VHS video camem. The
camera can be zoomed and tilted in reai-tiw in any dueciion usïng a control unit inside
the van. The images are coded with the GPS t h e

on the audio track of the video tape.

The color images are used in applications which do not currentiy require metric
applications.

2.23 System Iotegmtion

In the vehicle, d the sensors are interthcl to a standard PC-486m a decentralized
manner, which controis the différent tasks tùrough program mterrupt pnnesses. Figure
2.4 shows a block diagram ofthe VISAT system hardware interfiai to the PC.

The VISAT hardware is controiled by the zeal-tirne data logging softwareVLog WSAT
Lopp;ing).

The VLog has been wfiften in such a way that it can maDipuiate different

hardware components in a decendked mimer (see Figure 2 5 for the VLog hardware

initialization window). The output files h m the VLog software are the input to the
processing software.

The VLog software p e r f o ~ ~the
l l ~following fimctions through an interrupt process ( El-

Sheimy and Schwarz, 1994):
Storing the LNS position and attitude information at a data rate of 50 Hz.The INS is

interfaced to the cornputer Wugh an ARINC-429 serial board. At present the board
issues 50 intemipts per second through IRQ 5;
Storing the GPS position and velocity at a data rate of 2 Hz (2 k bytelsec). With the

RS-232 data fiom the GPS receiver, every byte issues one i n t e q t The CPU may
have to service up a 2000 intemipts (bytes) per second. To avoid problems with this

large number of intemqts, an intelligent RS-232 board with its own CPU and bufEer is
used, much like the W

C .With this snatt bard, the GPS data can be grabbed once

per second, thereby reducing the nurnber of GPS data intermpts;

GPS
INS

PPS

-

2 G/D Fra-

Grabbers

ABS

Figure 2.4 :The VISAT System Hardware

Figure 2.5 :VLog Hardwtirr Initializaton Wmdow ( S e the VISAT Van Opaation

M a n a 1995)

Storing the satellite e p h d e s for post processmgof the GPS dsta;

Updating the cornputer CPU real-time clock upon receiving the PPS pulse fiom the
GPS receiver. The PPS puise can be activated through any paraiiel port depending on
user requirements;
Storhg any s p e d events, e.g. camera switch oWon. User and systern messages are

stored in a nle with a tirne tag to d o w post-processing of special events;
Grabbiug and storing up to six simuitaneous images every 0.4 sec. The program allows
diffet.eat camera configurations and dineteflt rrcording distances; both can be changed

in real time. The images are stored m such a way drat ail images grabbed at the same
rime wiii have a header nle that contains the aecessary information for georeferenchg

them. This header wiU be med after pessing the INS and GPS data using the
KINGSPAD software;

Guidmg the oprator by a user-fnendty monitor which conaius ail the important

information, such as video images, position, velocity, attitude, number of grabbed
images, the available cornputer disk space, the active bard âisk, numba of locked

s a t e k , satellites that have dropped or aze affectad by cycle slips, etc. ;

Switching the cameras off and on in order to limit the storage tespircments. This
feature is very important in siniations when the vehicle bas to stop, for example at
traffic signals or when maneuverhg betweea different survey areas.

Applying a suite of teal-time quality control actions to the GPS and INS data streams.

2 3 Positionhg of the VISAT System

To optimaily combine GPS and INS data for positioning, a Kalmsm filterhg scheme is
used (Schwarz et. al, 1990). Software developed at The University of Calgary allows to
do this by either a centrahed or decentraliKd Kalman filter in the KINGSPAD software

m e m a t i c @odetic &stem for position and &titude &termination). In the centralized
case, a cornmon state vector is used to mode1 both the INS and the GPS emors. In this

case, the INS measurements are used to determine the reference tmjectory, and the GPS
measurements to update the solution and estimate the state vector components. In the
decenûaiized case, two filters are rn simultaneously and in-

ody occasionally. The

GPS data are Kalman filtered to obtain estimates of position and velacity which are then

used as quasi-observationsto update the iNS Kalman filter. At the sune tirne, the GPS

data are wntinuousiy checked for cycle slips.

For more daails on the

fomuiatïon and Kalman filteringalteniatives, see Wei and Schwarz (199ûa).

The KINGSPAD sottware pedorms the foilowing finictions:

Rocessing the data in three d i a i n t modes, that is, pure GPS, pure INS, and hybnd
INS/GPS;

Processing static, semi-kinematic, and kinematic data;
Denning which GPS data wili be used to updaîe the INS, nameiy, position, velocity,
or position/velocity;
Viewiug individuai space vehicle (SV) data, thus dowing the rejection of specific a

SV in the GPS pnnessor;
Selecting the GPS update rate according to a specific appiication (e.g., airborne, land
application);
Computing die updated INS position, velocity, and attitude at 64 Hz to suit diffcrpnt
applications;
Applyhg rapid static integer ambigu@ resolution techniques for short baselines (ir.,
under 7 km);

Applyhg 'on-the-fly'(OTF) arnbiguity techniques for Linernatic processing of GPS
data;

Roviding a suite of bridgïng procedures in case of GPS outages;

Applying bachard smoothing of INS data for minnninng the INS drift
characteristics;

output

~ m coordinates
y

acwrding to a userdefinecl format (e.g., geographic

coordinates a,A, h, UTM, 3TM).

The output h m the KINGSPAD ptogrsm will k used to georeference @osition and
orient) the vide0 images as d e s m i in Chaptcr 3.

2.4 The VISAT Station

The digital images acquirrd h m the VISAT van are associatecl with positions of
exposure stations and orientation ofcamera axes as detennined by the GPS and INS data
Thus, the images are georeferenced. Subsequdy, 3-D cwrdmates of objecîs are needed
in many appücations. In addition, geometric mformaton and attri%utes of thematic
objects such as contml points, utility lines and land parcels are needed to form GIS

elements for thematic layers. This requires thM the image information of measured

objects be extracteci and their locations be p i s e l y detezmined by digital (softcopy)
photogrammetry. Furdiermore, the d t s of the measutements can be organized in such a
way that they can be incorporated into GIS.

The data processing unit, i.e. the VISAT Station, is implemented on a SUN SPARC
workstation and consists of five subsystems, for more detaiis about the VISAT Station
see Li e t ai. (1994) and the VISAT Station User Manuai (1996). The subsystems are :

Graphic User Interfàce (GUI),

Measurement Module,
Data Base Management System (DBMS) Module,
Navigation Window Module, and

GIS Module,

The GUI provides a user-firienâiy environment for image ptocessing, object measutement,
and display. It interfàces the operator with the system in such a way that:
the photogrammetric m

d

g procedure is weii integrated into the system and is

task-oriented, and

the measinement ptoass is menu-drken, and thus the system is ûaqment to users.

The Measurement Module enables the measurement of objects appearing in the images

and generates GIS elements (Figure 2.6). An unlimiteci number of images can k
displayed. Tbrough fomard and bachard scroll buttons, images dong the irack line of
the m e y van can be dispiayed and selectcd. Comspondiag image points of an object in

different images can be m

d with various zooming fàcto~sto in-

the

measurement accuracy. To measun a point, the operator moves the cursor to the pomt in
the first image. If accepte4 the target area can be zoomeci with various f'actors (e-g. 2,4,

8, and 16 times). Ln addition, epipolar lines are dispiayed on the otha images to assist the
operator in identifving the correspondmg- point in the second image. After

photogrammetric triauguîation, the systern gives 3-D co~rdinatesand a~curacyestimate
of the meamed points in 3D object space. Any nurnber of image points may be used to

photogrammetrically trianguiate a point. An object to k meanned can be defhed as a

GIS element such as a pomt, arc, or polygon by s e l d g a menu item. A
photogrammetric measuring procedure, associated with the menu item and fimction
buttom, gives geornetric entities of the chosen GIS eletnent Amibutes associated with
the elements can be either input through popup menus or by typhg m a text window.

Results of the measuternents are shown m mlt h e on a base map dispiayed by the GIS
module.

Figure 2.6: The VISAT Station

The GIS module displays the r

n

d elements &om the Measurernent Module; the

elements may be Iinked to a base map in a Local coordinae system, for example State

Plane, UTM or 3 T U The base map expressed in eitha vector or raster format cari be
diçplayed as a reference for the images in the CADIGIS Moduie. The mute Iuie of the
VXSAT van can k overlaid on the base map for easy image teference and access. GIS

elements ofpoints, arcs, and polygons that are m e a s d are dispiayed immediately on the

base map. Basic editing fiuictions of zoom, pan, update, and dekte are provideci.

The DBMS is respo~l~lible
for managïng the MSAT image liirary as well as the user link.
It is

&O

used for searchg images in a specinc a n a dong die track k.
The image

h e s are

searchable according to location, the, project, or map window. Shce the

operator has to decide whether the measurement made should be ciassified as point, arc,

or polygon with atki'butes, the measurement results can be stored m a GIS database very

easily. input of these data to various GIS systems can be realized by format conversions.

The operator may select and muwre obj-

acconiing to a specinc theme. Subsequentiy,

the measured elements can be saved as one Iayer, for example a layer of wntrol points or
power towers. Layers of other themes can also be formed. One layer may also contain
different thematic objeçts depending on appIications and GIS to be used subscquently.

GEOREF'ERENCINC;OF MULTI-SENSOR DATA

This chapter will ïntroduce the integration of multi-sensor daîa for mappiug applications.

In generd, muiti-sensor mtegration impiies different mathematical and physical models
depending on the specinc sensors used. A g e n d model for georeferencing of mapphg
sensor data using GPSlINS data is presented here.

3.1 Indirect Georefercnciig of Photogrammetrie Data

Aerid remote sensing, more specificaily aerial photogrammetq, in its classical form of

film-based optical sensors (analogue) hes been widely uJed for high accrnacy mapping
applications at ail scales. Ground Control Points (GCPs)were the ody required source of

information for pmviding the georeferencing pafameters and supprrsmig undesirable
error propagation. In generai, the aecessiry for GCPs was so evident thai ali operation

methods relied on i Even with the major changes in photogmmetry h m andogue to
analytical and then to the digital mode of operation, it was taken for granted that GCPs
were the only source for providing reiiable georeferencing information. Extemal

georeferencing information was therefore labeled as auxiliary data, hdicatmg that they

were only useful in minmimng the number of GCPs. The drawback of indirect
georeferencing is the cost associatcd with the estabiishment of the GCPs. They usuaily
represents a signifiant portion of the overalI budget In some cases, this cost can be

prohibitive, especïaily when imagery is to be acquind md georeferenced in remote areas

such as areas found in many developing countries, for more details see Schwarz e t al.,
(1993).

The use of the GCPs also offen puts operational consûaints on a specifïc fight

mission.

The use of aoxilipry position and aavigatioa s c w r data m the georefere~lcmgprocess
has been extensively studied for several decades. The output of these ~

T

is used
S to

detemine the six parametas of extecior orientation, either cornpletely or partially, and

thus to eliminste the need for a dense GCP network. These seusors inciude airborne radar
profile recorders (APR), gyros, horizon cameras, statoscope, Hiran, and Shiraa However,
at this stage the use of the a d a r y data was intended only to support the georeferencing

process by reducing the number ofûCPs. Also, the accinacy achieved with most ofthese

a d i a r y data was limited. Thus, during the last two decades the use of such auxiliaiy
data in the georeferencing pmcess has almost disappeared completely fiom
photogrammetry, except for the statoscope, for more d d s see Ackemuuin (1995).

This situation changed fûndamentally when GPS data were included in the block
adjustment of aerial triangulation. In principle, the use of GPS data made block
triangulation entkiy independent of K P s . For the &st tiw in the history of
photogrammetry, the georeferencing process became autonomous, as GCPs were

net

necessarily required any more (Ackermann, 1995). However, thîs is ody true for the

block triangulation scheme with over-ming images. ûther serwrs, umnot k fuiiy
georeferenceà by GPS alone. We11-known exampIes of which are pushbmm digitai
scanners, laser scanners, and miogLig radar systems, which are important in kinematic

mapping appIicaîi011~.

Georeferencing of pushbroom Snagery? for example, repuirrs the iasrantaneous position

and attitude information of each scan line. GCPs alone are not sufiïcient to resolve ail the
three positions and three orientations parameters associated wüh each scan line, of which

there may be thousands in a single image. Also? the data rate of most available GPS
receivers is not hi& enough to support the data rate required for airborne pushbmm

scanners (about 2040 lindsec). Other restrictions of GPS corne hm the operational

environment of kinematic close-range temestrial mapping systems, especially in urban
centers where stand-alone GPS, due to fkquent signal biockage, canwt mach the

accuracy requirements of such applicatio~~
Also, for non-imaging sensors such as
imagùig radar systems?the use of GPS in stand-alone mode wiii not be feasîble, smce no

support by block formation is easiiy realizeà.

ûnly recently has direct georef-cing

becme possible by integrating

GPS and INS,

such that dl the exterior orientation infoRnation has become avaiIable with sufficient
accuracy at any instant of thne (Schwarz a al, 1993). The integraiion of GPSlINS puts

the georeferencing of photogrammetric data on a new level and fkes it h m operational

restrictions.Together with digitai data recordhg and data processing, it initiatcs the era of
multi-sensor systems.

Multi-sensor systems have becorne an emerghg trend in mapping applications because
they d o w a task-oriented implementation of geodetic concepts at the measurement level

(Schwarz and El-Sheïmy, 1996). Examples of such systems

ain

be found in airborne

remote sensing (Cosandier a al. (1992) and Seige (1994)), airborne gravimetry (Wei and
Schwarz (1995), Hein (1995)), airborne laser scanning (Wagner (1995)), and mobile
mapping vans and trains (El-Sheimy and Schwarz (1993), Bossler e t al. (1993), and

Blaho and Toth (1995)). AU of these systems have a common feature in tbat the sensors
necessary to soive a specific problem are mounted on a common platform. By

synchronizbg the data streams accurately, the solution of a specinc prablem is possible
by using data h m one integrated measmement p e s s O*.

The pst-mission

integration of d t s fiom a number of disjoint measurement processes and the

unavoidable emns idment m such a process are avoided This results in p a t e r
conceptuai clarity, task-oriented system design and data flow opthhaîion, and also offers

in most cases the potential for nal-thne solution, which is becomhg more important in
many applications.

The trend towards mdti-sensor systems in geomatics is fbeIIed by the danand for fbt
and COS-effective
data acquisition and by technological developmenîs which satisfies this
demand. Two developwnts are apecially important in this oontext: Digital haghg and
precise navigation. Digitai imaging sensors considembly d u c e the data processing effort

by elmi;naring the digitking step. They also opens the way towards new and flexible
designs of the processing chah, maLing ample use of mathematical software fook d

y

available. In the form of digital thme cametas, they are inexpensive enough to make
redundancy a major design tool. In the fom of pushbmom scanners, they pmMde
additionai layers of information, not available k m optical cameras.

Precise navigation has developed to a point where t can provide the solution of the

exterior orientation problem without the use ofGCPs or block adjustment procedures; for
details of the principle, see Schwarz et al. (1984); for resuits and practical considerations
see Lapine (1990), Cannon (1991) and Skaloud e t al. (1994). Since resuhs are available
in a digital form, data fusion with the imaging data is easy and reai-time applications are

possible in priuciple. Operational flexiïility is greatly enhanced in ail cases where a block
structure is not needd Costs are considerably reduced, especially in areas w

b W e or

no ground control is available. Cumnt accuracy is sunicigit for many mapping
applications, see for instance Schwarz (1995). The potential to d v e even hi@-accuracy
cadastral applications certainiy exists.

Combining these two developments, the concept of the georeferenced image as the basic
photogrammetric unit emerges. This means that each image is stamped with its

georeferencmg parameters, nameIy t h e positions and three orientations, and can be

combined with any 0 t h georeferenccd image of the same

xmt

by usmg geometric

constraints, such as epipolar geometry or object-~pace~ h i n g This
. is a q d t i v e l y

new step b u s e the georeferencing parameters for each image are obtamed m a direct
way by independent measurement This is conceptaally different h m the notion thaf a

block of co~mectedimages and sufncient g r o ~ dcontrol is needed to solve the
georeferenchg probkm. The dma mahod, m contrast, does not require connectivity

Sonnation within a block of images to solve the georeferencing problem, and thus offers

much greater flexibility. It is especiaily intriguing to consider its use for mappmg
applications which use either digitai hune cameras, pushbmom sca~ers,or laser
scanners as imaging components.

3.3 Components of Mi~lti-fkosorSystems

In the following, common fean~esin the design and anaiysis of multi-sensor systems will
be discussed System design and analysis comprises the following steps as a minimimi;

for more details see Schwan and El-Sheimy (1996):

Data acquisition
Kinematic Modehg

Synchronhtion
Calibratioa

Georefemcing

Integration and data fusion

Quality control
Data flow oph'imizationand automation.

The conceptual layout and data flow of a muiti-sensor system for mapping applications is
shown in Figure 3.1. The selection of sensors for such a system obviousiy depends on
system requirements, such as accuracy, reliabiiity, operationai flexiibility, and range of

appiications. The data acquisition moduk has, therefore, to be designeci keepmg both the
d e r vehicle and the htended appücations in mmd The data acquisition module
contains navigation sensors and imaging sensors. Navigation sensors are used to salve the
georeferencïng problem. Ahhough a number of diffetent systems are used in general

navigation, the rather stringent requhrneats in terms of accuracy and environment make
the integratiion of an INS with GPS receivers the core of any sensor combination for an

accurate mobile mapping system for short range applications. This combination also
offers considerable redmdancy and makes the use of additional sensors for diability

purposes usually unnecessacySSacY
However, the addition of an dometer type device, such as
the ABS, for close-range appiications may be wnil for operational reasons, as for

instance keepmg a fixed dûtance between cameta expotmes.

GPS

ABS

1

C

Image Processing

Khematic ModeMing

Image Compression

Quüty Contrd

Figure 3.1 :Multi-Seasor Integration for Mapping Application
Imaging sensors may be subdivided baseci on the way they contn'bute to the i n f o d o n
about the object space. They may provide descriptive information, as for instance grey
scales, or geometric information, as for instance direction or range fiom the camera to the

object Table 3.1 summarizes the contri%utionof sensors typically wd in multi-sensor
systems for mappmg applications.

Table 3.1 :Sinnmary ofMappingReiated Sensors
Type ofinfônnaîion

Photos; high gecmctric acniracy
Multi-spectral linair

Muitï-spectral images, geometrk

scanners (Pushbroom)

accmwy depends on sensor
resolution
Images;

geometric

accuracy

depends onsensorreso1ution

Image + Distance between the

object and the sensor
L.aser Profiles, Laser

Distaace between the object and

Scanners

the saisor, scânnmg angle

hpuise radar

Thichess of objets (mainly used

for pavement structure!voids)
Geometric

Ultra sonic sensors

Distance between the object and
the
sensor. R d
rutting
measurement, and cross-section
profle measmement

GPS

positionhg

and Geometric

Hi&

accuracy position and

medium aocuracy attitude, global

attitude determination

refereace
Geometric

Low-to-high

acciiracy

position and attitude.

relative

The selected sensor configuration q u k s a certain data processing sequence. Part of the
processing w i l i have to be pediotmed in d the, such as data compression for the

imaging data and initial quality control proctssïng f a the mvigaîion data Most of the

data, however, will immediately be stored for post-mission use. In pst-mission, the data

processing hierarchy is determineci by the fàct tbat that mappmg data have to be
georefmnced first befm they can be used m the integration process. The nrJt step is,
therefore, the georefmncing of aii mopping data and their storage m a multimedia data

base.

In mapping applications7photogranmetric methods have been mcreasing in importance,
due to the use of CCD cameras. CCD sensors have ovacome two major disadvantages of

hlm-based photographie cameras: smgle-he7 slow-rate photography and highly
specialwd pmcessing equipment. Recent trends in CCD technology are characterized by
increased resolution, color image acquisition, and improved radiometric quality (antibloomhg, mduced cross~tallc). Another important development which supports the use of

CCD cameras in photogrammetric applications is the advancernent of b t dogue-todigital conversion (ADC).Fratne grabbcrs inte-

processing

hardware

have

with hi&-spetd computer buses and

becorne a standard wmmoday.

Compared to

analogue/analyticd plotters used in conventional photogrammetry, the use of state-of-theart computer image boards p a t l y simplifies measurements. More information about

CCD cameras wilI be given in Chapter 4. To determine 3-D coordinates of objects visible
in CCD camera images,the following information Û needed for a pair of cameras:

0

Position of the cameta perspective center at exposure tirne (3 parameters pa m e ) ,
Cameta orientation at exposure thne (3 parameters per image),
Interior geometty of the camera senoor, and
Lens distortion paramem.

The fjrst twa sets of parameters are known as exterior orientation parameters, whik the
other two sets are known as interior orientaiion parameters. The g e n d problem in
photogrammetry, acrial and tarrsaial, is the determination of the camera's interior and

exterior orientation paranieters. The exterior orientation parameters are dctedned by a
combination of GPS and INS, the interior orientation parameters by field or laboratory
calibration. This means t&atexterior orientation is tied to a real-time measurement process

and its parameters change quickly. Ln contrast, mterior orientation is obtained by using a
static field caliiration procedure and can be considered as more or l e s constant for a
period of the. Thus, it can be done before or after the mission and is not generally

affected by the data acquisition procesS. More details about the in?erior orientation
caiibration wiii be given in Chapter 4.

Real-time georefmncing is passible, in prînciple, because the interior orientation ~

a be
n

done before the nm and the exterior orientation parameters can be computed in reai tirne.
However, it is not advisable in applications where fiequent loss of lock to GPS satellites
occurs. In such cases, d - t h n e georef-cing

wiil be much poorer in accuracy and

reliabiüty than pst-mission processing. The principle ofgeorefmncing will be discussed
in more detail in Section 3.5.

Unplicd in the georefrnnchg ptocess is the synchronization of the W i t data dati.

The accuracy of georeferenciag is dependent on the accriracy with which this can be
achieved. The synchranization accuracy needed is dependent on the requirrd sysiem
performance and on the speed with which the s w e y vehicie moves. It iq therefore, much
more criticai for airborne applications than for marme and iand vehicle applications.

Fortunately, GPS pmvides a well-defïned tirne signai ta which the odier seasors ûia be
slaved Stiii, the implementation of KMor synchronization is not a trivial process and

should be done with are. More details about system synchronization wili given ni
Chapter 5.

Mode1 integration and data fusion comprises aU steps necessary to extract the d e s a

result fiom the georeferenced images. If the objective is to extract 3-D coonlinates of
objects in the images, then the application of geometric constraints, the handling of

redundant images of the same object, and the fusion of &a of different type and quaiity

are important considerations. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show typical examples of data fusion in
mapping application. Figure 3 2 shows the example of a mobile rnappmg system which
uses digital images and iaser profile deta for the imaging wmponent and GPS,INS,and

ABS data for georefmncing the two other data types. Figure 3.3 shows the example of an
airborne mapping system which uses digitai M - M e images, muiti-spectral pushbroom
and laser pmfiie data for the inmghg wmpnent, and GPS and INS data for

georeferrncing the thm other &ta types. The objective may, however, be much wider

than object coordinates. Data fusion generally meam that data h m various sources and

dif5erent nature are merged together to povide a vnsatile rcsource for mappmg
applications, a typical exampk couid be a combination of the two systems shown m

Figures 3.2 and 3 3 . Therefore, data bien m b g e n d sense means images of diffèrent
scale, geometry, and radiometric C
c-S

csm be combïned togetha. Modei

integration and data fusion are closdy reiaîcd to the Wue of quaiity c011troI kcause in
most system designs accuracy of the final mdts is but one issue. ReWiiity and

economics are usuelly e q d y important considmations aud a weU-designed systcm will

be balanced with a vkw to these, somctimes d c t h g , rrqUmments.

Figure 3.2 :An Example of Data Fusion m CloseRange Applications
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Figure 3.3: An Example of Data Fusion in Airborne Applications

Quality control usuaiiy has a d d m e component and a pst-mission wmponent-In reaitirne, one wants to decide whether a specific set of data is sufncient to provide the

required accuracy with a certain level ofprobabiiity. In post-missions,one wants to know

the percentage of measutements for which the required accuracy has a d y been
achieved I f the d t s of real-time prediction di&r considerably h m the results of pst-

mission analysis, the real-tirne mode1 nceds improvement This can only corne h m the
anaiysis of large discrepancies betwem predicted and pst-mission d t s . Thus, each

rd-time mode1 includes a certain amount of expert howledge that has been gained in

post-mission analysis. It is the art of d - t i m e quality control to combine this expert

knowledge with minimum mformaton on the measumnent process and stU to arrive at

reliable ptadictions. Such predictions wodd n o d y contain an acceptable lcvel of poor
&ta withouî quiring a large number of rr-siaveys. More detaiis about the quality
control module will k given in Chapter 5. Quality wntrol rrsults will be discussed in
Chapter 6.

Data flow optllnizason and automation are on the one hand M on the mathematicai

description and the integratïon mode1 of the system and on the

0th-

band, îhey are

cornpietely separate h m it. When addressing optmiization and automation, assumption is
usually made that the mderlying mathematics of the process is weii

un^ but that

the pnness of amving at the resuits is too slow and n q u h s too much human mteraction.

The emphasis in thk step is therefore on speeding up the process of aniving at the
required result, including di essential parameters that d e s m i its quaiity, and on the
automation of ail processes that require human expert knowledge and intefaction. Vey

often, the automation process is the more diffïcdt one to accomplish b u s e the &her
it goes, the more cornplex it becomes, and the 1ikeIihood that it will show a cuve of

diminisbing return is vexy high. It is, therefore, not surprising that wmplete automation is

rarely achieved, but that a teasonable level of automation is defined which wiU cover

moa of the cases that occur with a certain hquency. More detaik about data
0ptimi;rationand automation will be given in Saction 3.6.

Kinematic modeiing is the detennination of a rigid body's mjectory b m rne;asurements
relative to some ref-ce

coordinate fiame- It, thus, combines elements of modeling,

estimation, and interpolation. Modehg relates the observable to the trajectory.

Estimation uses actuai observation, Le., it adds an e m r pmcess

the mode1 and solves

the resdting estimation problem in some optimal sense. Interpolation comects the
discrete points resuiting h m the estimaton process and generates a trajectory by
formulating some appropriate smootbaess condition (Schwarz, 1993b).

A rigid body is a body with finite dimensions, which maintains the property that the

relative positions o f ail its points, defineci in a coordinate M

e within the body, remain

the same under rotation and translation (Goldstein, 1980). The general motion of a rigid

body in space can be described by six parameters. They are typically chosen as

diree

position and three orientation parameters. The modehg of ngid body motion in 3-D
space can be desaibed by an equation of the form:

ate the coordinates of point (i) m the m

-he,

are the coordinates of the centu o f mass (b) the rigid body in
the m-fhme at time (t),

RF (0

is the rotation matra bctweenthe b - h e and the m-fiame at time (t),

ab

is the fixeci distance between pomt (0and the center of mess ofthe rigid
body-

The right-hand side ofEquafion 3.1 wnsists ofa translation vectot $( t ) and a rotationai
cornponent ( ~ r (ab).
t ) The vcdot ab can be any vector nxed in the rigid body with its

orïgin at the center of m a s of the rigid body. Its rotation is quivalent to the rotation

about the center ofmass ofthe rigid body.

Figure 3.4 illusttates the basic concept The coordinate %Fame" is iseâ to the body

and rotates in thne with respect to the coordinate m-fiame in which the translation vector
r?

is expresseci. The m-fiam is, in principle, arbitrary and, thus, can be chosen to

simplify the problem fomiilation. The m - m e can be a system of cunrillliear geodetic
coordinates (latitude, longitude, height), a system of UTM or

3 T M coordiriates, or any

other earth-fixeci coordinste system.

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, detemiining the position and orientation of the rigid body

in 3-D space is, in principle, a problem of tmjectory determination which requïres
measuriag systems with the capability to sense sut independent quantities fkom which
these parameters c m be derived. Most notable among them is IN$ and receivers linking
into the GPS.

Figure 3.4 :Modehg Rigid Body Motion m Space

In generd, the INS consists oftbree gyroscopes and three accelemmeters. Gyroscopes are
used to sense anguiar velocity

which d e s c r i i the rotation of the b - h e with

CO:

respect to the i-fhme, cwrdinated in the b-fkame. The i-e

is a properly d e h d

inertial reference fkme in the Newtonian seme and, thus, can be wnsidered as being

non-accelerathg and non-mtating. Accelerometers are used to sense specific force f b in
the b-fiame. The nrSt set of measurements, the angular velocities

O>:,

are integrami in

time to provide orientation changes of the body relative to its initial orientation. The

second data set, the specific force measurements f b , are used to derive body acceleration
which, after double integration with respect to tirna, give position differences relative to

an initial position. Specific force and anguiar velocity c m be used to detnmine ail

parameters required for trajectory detemination by solving the following system of
differential equations (see Schwarz and Wei (1990b)) :

To solve the system, the observables f b and
D-' ,the gmvity vector g'

are needed as well as the scaling matrix

the Eerth rotation rate a and the dimensions ofthe implied

reference eilipsoid. The gravity vectot is n o d y approximated by the noxmal p v i t y
field, while the Earth's rotation is assumed to be known with aiaici& accuracy. The
scaling matrix D-' is obtained in the integration process using the implied reference

eilipsoid. For more details see Schwarz et. ai. (1993b).

GPS is another meaniting system that cm be wd for trajectory determination. The
system output in this case are ranges and range rates between the sateIlites and receiver,
derived nom carrier phase data. The models that relate the position and velocity with the

measurements are weii known, see Wells e t aL (1986) and Lachapelle (1995). In GPS
stand-alone mode, a multi-antenna system can be used to provide both position and

attitude. The feasibility of attitude detemination usmg multi-mtenua systems has been
shown for applications wt requiring the h@est accutacy, see Cannon et al. (1992),

Cohen and Parkinson (1992), and El-Mowafy and Schwan (1994). Similar to the INS
model, the GPS trajectory equation can be written in state vector form :

In this equation, the an&

velacities in the body firame are obtained by differetlcing

between antennaic, satellites, and epochs. Note that dK translation param-

of the

trajectory are obtained by Merencmg between the master station receiver and the rover
receiver, while the rotational parameters are obtabed by Merencmg between the rover
receivers only. ûther mdels can be formd in Schwarz et. aL (1989).

Thus, both INS and GPS are, in p ~ c i p l ecapable
,
of detetmining position and attitude of
the @id body. In practice, due ta the double integration of the INS acceleration &ta, the

tirne-dependent position enors wiU quickly excecd the accuracy specifications for many
trajectory determination applications. Frequent updating is, therefore, needed to achieve

the requinxi acccnacies. GPS on the other hand, cm defiver excellent position accuracy,

but has the problem of cycle slips, which are in essence gross emrs leading to a
discontinuity in the trajectory. In addition, the range and range rate measurements are not
t d y independent, and the c u m n t data density and accurafy are! not d c i e n t to meet the
accuracy requirements for VISAT orientation.

The combination of the two masurhg systems, therefore,offas a number of Avantages.

In the absence of cycle slips, the excellent positionhg accuracy of Merential GPS can be
used to provide fiequent updates for the inertial system. The i n d sensors orientation

information and the precise short-term position and velocity can k wd for cycle slip
detection and correction. In general, the fàct thst nine mdependent measurements are
avaiiable for the detemination of the six requir#l trajectory panmeters gnatly enhances

the ~liabiiityofthe system.

To optinially combine the redundant idionnation, a Kalman filtering schexne is used
whereby the inertiai state vector is regulatiy updaîed by GPS meamrement Two

integration stnitegies can be impIemented at the software kvel using the Kaban filtex

approach. In the first one, a common state vector k used to model both the INS and the

GPS erms. This is ofkn d e d the centralized filter approach. It has ken applied with
good success m Wong n ai. (1988) and Cannon (199 1).

In the second approach, dinerent

flters are nm simuhaneously and interact ody occasionally. This i s ofken d e d the

decentralùed filter approach. For a discussion of the algorithm, see Hashemipour et. al.
(1988) and for 3s implementation, see Wei and Schwarz (199ûa). It has advantages in

terms ofdata integrity and speed, but is mon cornpiex in tamsofprogram management,

3.5 A Unifïed Apprwfb for Georeféreieing Multi-Seuor Daîa Ushg G P S m

The integration of multi-semr &ta requires a unifieci model for georeferenchg such

data. Unined in this contes means that the model can be applied to most, ifnot di,seasor
data without the need to account for a different set of parametets for each sensor. Such a
mode1 is very important for the fusion of different saisor data For the sake of simplicity,
the rmined georeferencing mode1 will be derived for a camera system which can be used

in both airborne and close-range applications. Modifications rrquind for other sensors
will be givw when necessary.

Georeferencing of images c a be
~ defineci as the problem of transfomimg the 3-D
coordinate vector Ç ofthe camera M

e ( c - h m ) to the 3-Dcoordinate vector F of the

mapping fhme (m-fiame) in whkh the resuîts are roqpsed The m-hune, as mentioned

before, can be aay eactb-fixed coordinate system such as cmdhear geodetic coardiiuitcs
(latitude, longitude, height), UTM, or

3TM

m o d b t e s . The major steps in this

transformation are depicted Hi Figure 3.5 for the airborne case, whac the d e r could be
an airpiane or a helicopter.

CoReCted
image vecta

Figure 3.5: Georefmncmg of Airborne Sensmg Data (see Schwan et. al., 1994)

The camera coordinate system, c-brie, changes position and orientation with respect to
the mgfiame. Georef-cing

between the c-fiame and the

is possibIe if at any iristent of t h e (t) the position of the

m

R, ($1 have ùeen detennined. The georeferiencmg

equation can then be written for any object point (i) as :

where
m
ri
m

r
PC

is the position vector of an object (i) in the chosen mapping h e ;
is the coordinate vector h m the origin of the mapping fiame to the center of the

position sensor on the rnoving vehicie, given in the m-fiame;

(0 is the measunment epoch, Le. the time of capturing the images in this case;
S

k the vector of image coordinates given in the c-frame;

si

is a scaie fiaor specinc to a onepoint/onel~a~lleta
combination which relates the

image coodïnates to the object coordinates.

Equation 3.4 is, however, only a first approximation of the achral situation. It implies that
the coordinates of the projective center of the camera can be W t l y determineci. This is

usuaîiy not the case because the navigation sensors

- GPS a

n m S center- cannot

share the same location in space with the imaging senson. Thus, dtranslations and
rotations between the merent centers have to be c o n s i d d The actual situation is

shown in Figure 3.6. It has been assumed that the camcra is mounted m the cargo area of

the airplane, that the positioning snisor, a GPS antenna is mounted on top ofthe airplane,
and that the attitude sensor, an mertiai meanaing unit is mountcd m the interior of the
air&

somewhere close to the camem. In this case, aircraft position and attitude are

defined by the INS center and the internai axes of the ineaial measuring unit @-fiame).

Similady, F i p 3.7 shows the actual simation for the close-range case.

If the vector between the ongin of the INS body &ne (b-fhme) and the camera is given
inthe b - f k ~ a s a b rm(?,
,
can bewriaenas:
PC

where
M

rms (0

isthe vector of intetpolated coordinates of the INS in the m-fhme
at time (t),

and

is the constant vector between the camma perspective center and the centet
of the INS b-&me, usually determineci before the mission by d'bration.

INS b-fhne

GPS antenna
-

m

r (t)
rNS

Camera attitude

INS attitude

Caiibration

Figure 3.6 :Detailed Diagram ofElements ofGeorefereacuig for the Airborne Case

m

The INS position rms

is the position remlting fkom the INS/GPS integration. In the

event of a continuous loss of the GPS signal the WS will be used in stand-lone mode to

extend the mission. The hi&
camera coordinates.

data rate of the INS, 50 Hz, fâcjiitates the inteqmlation of

In addition to transformations between sensors, rotations between dinaent sensor fhmes
have to be taken into aceount. The INS b-hme (gyro fiame) m o t be aligneci with the
b
c-fiame. The constant rotation R, between the two M e s is again obtained by

b
where Rc is the mtaîion between the c-fiame and the INS b-hime as deteimined from a

Figure 3.7 :Detailed Diagram of Elements of Georefer~ncingfor the Close-Range Case

Applyuig Equations (3.5) and (3 .6) to Equation (3.4), the final georeferencing fornula
canbewrittenas:

the vector [si

b c

b

R, r + P ]

fiom the b - f h e to the m - h e .

through cali'bratÏon procedures kfore the survey.

b

b

R, and a are determined

Table 3 3 outlines how different

quantities are obtained. For more details on the georeferenchg process see Schwarz et. ai.

(1993b)and ECSheimy and Schwan (1994).

Table 3.2: Elements ofthe Georeferencing Fonda
Variable

Interpolateci fiom the GPS/INS positiom at the
time of expom(t)
Intexpolated h m INS gyro outputs at the time of
expo-(t)

Determineci by stem techniques, laser scanners
or DTM

Measumi image coordinates

It should be notd that,the vector r&IGPS(t) ,as wefI as the rotation ma& At:() are

b
timedependent quantities while the veztors rC and ab as weil as the matmc R, are not
This irnplies that the carrier is considaed as a ngid body whose rotational and

translational dynamics are adequately descri'bed by changes in r k I G P S ( tand
) R;(O.
This means thaî the translational and totatiod dynamics at the three sensor locations is
d o m ,

in other words, differential rotations and translations between the t

as fünctions of t h e have not been modeled It a

h means that the or-

h locations

and orientation

of the thm sensor systems can be considered nxed for the duration of the survey. These
are valid assumptions in most cases, but may not always be me.

The quantities

m

phIGPS

( t ), Rb (t) and rC in Ecpation (3.7) are determined by

b
Rc and

meastuement, the nrst two in reai tirne, the thhi in pst missioa. The -es

a,however, are deterrnined by c a h i o n , eitbet before or duriag the suwey. To define
b

Rc by calibration, a minimum of three weii determined GCPs are required For more
b
details about the determinationof R, ,see Cosandier et. aL (1994) and Skaloud (1995) for
the airborne case, and

ElSheimy (1996) for the land appiication case. It should be

b
mentioned that the determination of R, in the land application case is much easier than in
the airborne case. This due to the fact that

m land applications, the dbration can be

petformeci in -tic mode where most ofthe navigation enors can be mumuad Besides,
0

.

.

the decorrelation of the exterior orientation pat;mieters h m the

seiisar

dependent

parameters by a set of hown controi points, is much easier in land applications than in

airbome applications.

The scale fmor s i in the airborne case, changes with the m

g altitude of the agcraft

above ground. It can, thmfore, either be approximated by assurlbjflg a constant flying
altitude, cal'brated by introducing a digitai ?errainmodei, or detenaioed by measurement,

using either stem, techniques or an aiauliary device nich as a b e r scanner. F m precise
georeferencing, the laser two techniques are the most interesthg to be investigated
because they can provide ail necessary measurements h m the same airborne p l a t f i
and thus avoid datum problems. In the land applications case, the scale f ~ t asri, changes

with the distance between the object and the s a w r . It is thediore, difEdi&rentfor each
point. It can be determinecl by measurement, either by ushg siereo techniques or an

auxiliaq device such as a Laser scanner. The fkst is the most commonIy used technique.

3.6 Data Flow Optimization and Automation

The data flow of a general multi-sensor system is show in Figure 3.8. At the top level
are the user requirements which include type of survey, accuracy, reWilhy, image

coverage, resdt presentation (e-g., maps, reports, digital output), etc. These user

requirements are critical for the smey planning.

1
User Requirements

+

unmy Planning

f

I
Data Acquisition

Standard GPSI
INS Pmcessing

-Y=-

Quality Control

r
Map Library

Figure 3.8: Data Flow of Multi-Sensor System

They determine the seledion ofthe sinvey route according to paramaers such as satellite
availability, sun direction, road type, tree coverage, buildings, speed iimits, tranic density,
spacing between eqmsures, lex~gthof m e y , and thne ~heduIe.To fkciliîate the set-up

of an easy-access m e y data base, the survey route is divided mto srnali uni& which
essentially foiiow the road pattern or other easm identifiable f w . The result of
optimiPng all these fkctors is exprrssed in a waypoint file which defines the survey

tmjectory and the operational constraints (Schwan and El-Sheimy, 1996).

This me is used to automste the data acquisition stage as rnuch as possible. The driver is
guided to the definecl waypoints, ôased on h u t h and distance iafonnation contaiaed m
the file. The cameras are automahcdy switched on or off depending on the file

information. Alert messages ensure that the data coUected are diicient to provide the
user-required accuracy. Vital information is displayed to the m e y crew on-line via the

navigation wntrol unit. It consists of the camera configiùation in use, the number of
satellites tracked, the &uth

and distance to the next waypoint, quality control alerts,

etc. The information displayed on the navigation control unit is supplemented by spoken

messages in criticai siniatious, such as alerts or a change ofthe survey route.

The images are compressed and downloadkd with an identifier which allows easy
identification of aii images in the same m a taken at different times. The navigation daîa
are downloaâed after passing t b u g h the d - t i m e quality control module. In pstmission, the GPS/iNS &ta are processed nrst Typicaily, the majonty of them will pass
the quality test

afler standard processing and will be used for georefereacing the image

data. They will then k stoted in the image ii'brary. Those parts ofthe total traverse which

do not pass the quality test, are immediately oubmimdto a more elaborate second stage of

processing. In diis My-automated procedure, standard pmblems, such as those uuwd by
loss of lock, are addmsed and automatically resohred. A f k chis stage, mast of the data,
say 98%, should be a v a l e for georef-cmg.

Those data which still do not satisfY the

quality control requirements will either not enter the georefaenchg süeam or will be
subjected to the smitlliy of a human expert who decides on the basis of the processing

aiready done, whether or not Mer processing is kely to result in a higher peccentage of

usable data. As the expert knowledge built into the GPS/INS processing software is
improved by the -sis

of large data sets, the percentage of musable data will get

smaller and smder. This means that tasks currently Mormed by a human expert will be
taken over by the cornputer.

M e r georeferencing and storage in the image l i i , the images can be used to generate

the output requested by the user. This output wîll obviously be diffkrent h m one user to
the next In many cases, the user wül want to do the feahirr extraction himselt In that
case, the

georeferenced images are simply tiaasferred togethet with a standard report on

their quality. In other cases, the user may W e s t specific products which caa be handled

by dedicated application software. In some cases new software development will be
needed. To hancile the enormous amount of data and to cover a wide range of diverse
applications a stnicnired DBMS is absolutely essential. It must be capable of image
selection based on location, t h e of survey, s w e y mit, best geometry, etc. On the other

hand, utility programs for large groups of applications will also be needed. For many

applications, a partiai automation of the measuriag process wiU be highly desuable, such
as the automatic measurement of conjugaie points

usmg epipolar lines or the automatic

identification and measurenient of geometrically well-defined objects. For map mision,
features such as supcrimposition and back projection are extremely impo-t.

Many of

these developments are ody m their early stages and wili considerably add to the @ty
of the pmducts to be expectcd tkom muhi-sensar systems.

SYSTEM CALIBRATION

Highly accurate diration of ail semas of the -ni

system is an essentiai

requirement to easure accurate 3-D positioniug. System c a l i i o n hcludes the
determination of the accelerometer biases and gyro drifts of the INS, as well as

parameters which define the i n d geometry of the camera; these tnwd the inner
orientation parameters. Also, the teletive location and orientation between the camera

cluster and the navigation sensors (GPS and INS) have to be determined. They wiü be

called relative orientation parameters and will be w d in the transfornmtion of the 2-D

image coordinates into the 3-D world COO-

through the georeferencing process. In

this chapter, au overview of imaging with CCD cameras will be given as an introduction
to the generai rquirements of their cal'bration. Mathematical modeis of inkgraihg the

navigation sensor output in the caliiration procedure will aiso be discussed.

4.1

CCD in Pbotogmmmetty

Close-range photogrammetry, in the form of film-based system~,has been used for over
three decades to derive 3-D coordinates of objects (Kama, 1989). The min constraints
for expanding the use of close range photogmnmetry w m : smgle-&une, slow-rate

photography, highly specialized pmcessing equipment, and the need for expensive optical
hardware for measmement. Close-range photogrammetry has undergone sipifiant
changes in recent years by making use of the advent of fîlxniess inmghg systems, such as
CCD cameras. Digital CCD camera-baseci photogfammetric systems have the capability
to

reduce the nun-amund t h e and employ equipmcnt which is steadity decreasing m

While conventional cawnis provide t h h g or exposure control Usmg aperiure sertings (f-

stop), shutter tirne, or flash synchronization, digital sensors additionally offer the

possibility of iastantaneously controlling the electfonic signai ampiifkation @ah
control). This technique enables local image contrasts to be adjusted in order to avoid
saturation or underexponire of gray level information which affects the geometric quality
ofthe image (Luhman, 1990).

Recent trends in CCD technoiogy are chanrcterized by i
n-

resolution (e.g., 4k x 4k

pixels), coior image acquisition, and Ïmpmved radiometric. Standard CCD cameras use
sensor chips ranging fkom 400 to 580 lines and 500 to 780 sensor elemenfs per lhe.

Nomaliy the camera delivers a standard analog video signal (e.g. C

a RS-170)or a

digital signal.

Another important development whkh supports the use of CCD cameras in

photogmnmetric applications is the advancement of fast ADCs. Frame grabbers
integrated with high-speed c~rnputerbuses and processing hardware have become a

standard commodity.

Cornparrd to analyiicai plotias used m conventional

photogrammetry, the use of state-of-the-art computer image boards g d y simplines
measurements. They caa be made on miported digital images and be dioplayeti on high
resolution monitors ofa personal cornputer or workstasion.

4.2 Image AqpgifiOn with CCD Cameru

The acquisition and trammission of images taken by CCD cameras depend on the type of
camera; namely analog or digital camera. An analog camera transmits an analog video
signai and the AM: is carried out by a &une grabber. A digital camera pmMdes a digital

signal with the

AM: already performed in

the camera. The basic hctions to be

performed in order to obtain a digital image are:

Signai processing in the camera,

Data transmission to the fiame grabber,
Analog-to-digital conversion (ADC),

Data b u f f e g , compression, and storage.

The transmitted signais foliow the vide0 standards which are denned by television
standards. Standard video signais are acûdy cornplex wavefonns and contais

information about the brighmess of the irnage, dong with timing pulses which indicate
the end of each display line (horizontal sync

"

HSYNC'? and the end of each display

h u e (vertical sync " VSYNC"). The f
h
tstandard for black-andowhite television, called

RS-170,was dehed in 1941 by the National Television Systcms Cornmittee (NTSC) and
the Electronics Industries Association (EIA). Another standard was denned in 1950 by
Consultatif International des R a d i ~ ~ ~ m m ~ C a t i(CCIR).
ons

the Co-

The only

dflerence between the two standards are the timing characteristics (see Table 4.1). For

more details about cliffixent video standards, see Beyer (1992).

Table 4.1 :RS-170and CCIR Vide0 Signal Standard
(Source :C O W INC., Technical Manual No. 6x0948)

I
1

Parameter
F-e

rate / Field rate

I
1

Number of acîire h e s
'

Interlachg
Field time

Lîne time

Line fiequeacy
Aspect Ratio

Both standards use the p ~ c i p l eof 2:l interlacing. Interlaceci scanning means that an
image ( W e ) coiisiso oftwo aiternating fields. The definition of the field depends on the

scanning mode. There are four basic scanning modes (Figure 4.1), which are:
1. Interiaced fmme mode : In diis mode, the sensor integrates each field for 1/30

second, spanning the time of two fidl video ftames. Field-2, even Lines, begins
integrating midway through integration of field-1, odd lines. Due to the integration
process, this mode is more prone to problems m bernatic applications. The main

advantage of this mode is that the maximum verticai resolution, about 485 lines, is

available.
Non-interlrced h m e moàe: The odd ünes are used for botb fields. Each field is
scanned for 1/60 second. Vertical resolution is about 242 lines. This is one-halfof tbat

available in the interlacd h m e mode,
I n t e r h d &id mode : The sensor integrates each field for 1/60 of a sec and

combines two rows to form the liaes. To fonn field-1, lines one and two are

combined,then to form field-2, Lmes two and three are combined. Because of the 1/60
second field rate, this mode has less lag than the interlaced thme mode. On the other

hand, due to the combination of lines, it has less vertical resoiution than the interiaced
h

e mode.

Non-interlad field mode : In this mode, the same two lines are combined to

produce each line for both fields. This resuhs m a lower vertical resolution of 242

lines. The camera still mrates at 1/60 second for each field

It is clear that due to the 1/60 second difference between the two fields, none of the

interlaced fiame modes cm be used in bernatic applications. Interiaceci images, in

kinematic applications, d e r h m severe blurring. Digital cameras do not have this
problem since image acquisition and ADC are performed b i d e the camem. But they do
have a major disadvantage in terms of the time needed to capture and transmit the

digitized images. Typical digital cameras, with lk X lk resolution, take about 1-2 sec to
transmit an image. The trade-off ktween digitai and d o g u e cameras depends maidy
I

on the application, static a kinematic, and the required image rate.

-

Field 1

Figure 4.1 :Video Scamiing Modes

-

Field 2

The h

e grabber is the second major component of the image acquisition process.

Existing fiame grabbers have a multitude of capabilitics which are very difncult to

geneiaiir+. The choice of a nimie grabber for photogrammetric appIidons is Wrely to be

Mirent h m !haî wd, for example, in machine vision where target location in pixels is
commoniy d c i e n t Accurate 3-D measurements require excelent stabiiity over the
complete image area kuuw even a small localued imperfiion can affect the overaii
measurement precision. Major e m r sources due to the fiame v b b a are :
1. Lime jitter due to synchmnization errors :The v d d and horizontal sync signais

associated with the video signais are wd to coatrol the timing of the firame grabber. The
source of the sync sipal can be extracteci h m either the video @ut signal, h m a
separate composite sync input, or fiom the on-board cl&

In the hune grabber, the sync

signais are conditioned by a Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) circuit whicb corrects for

-

missing, extraneou, or low-level syac pulses characteristics of many video signals.

The causes of iine jitter are well known Lenz (1989), Raynor and Seits (1990) ). The
problem occurs because in CCD cameras dircrrie pixels are the originetors of the analog

signal. The camera clocks the anaiog data h m die CCD chip at a fixeci frequency (
28.6363 MHz for the RS-170A signal). The PLL controis the timing of the AM3 of the

video signal based on the fhquency diat is expected. The ADC takes place f i e r the
beginning of a HSYNC signai. Any problems in detecthg the begiPning of the HSYNC
gives rise to iine jitter. Line jiaer eff'ects couid reach 0.1 pixel shift in the x-direction

(Beyer, 1992). This shift will introduce about 0.7 cm acrossaack emr and 5 cm dongtmck error for aii objezts 35 m away h m the van.

The effect of liae jiner on the VISAT derived 3-D cootdinates of points will dcpmd on
the Kquence of images used in their wmputatioa If ked-ôase cameras am used, both

cameraswillhavethesameefffftThisisdueu>thefaathpallimagesEakenbytbe
same fiame grabber are atemaUy syacbronized, using the sme timing puises. Therefore,

they have the same h e jiaer d u e . Shce bath images have the same x-shift, ody the
dong-track error will be cauceled (see Figures 42.a and 42.b for a schematic

explanation). On the other han& ifconseciaive images are used, the error will depend on
the magnitude and direction, left or right, of the line jitter. Consecutive images codd be

from the same uniera, h m different cameras but the same fhune @ber,

or h m

different cameras and diffmnt fhne grabbers.

There are two methods for m b h k h g the line jitter effect. The first is based on

synchronizing the fiame grabber with the pixel dock outpirt, and the second by averaging
the images over many fiames. The former requins a frame grabber that accepts a pixel

dock input Frame grabbers that accept pixel clock and three synchmnized cameras are
rare. The latter is saitable for static applications on& and, hence, is commonly used in

camera calfiration and indusaial metcology.

Figure 4.2 :Effect of Line-Jitter on the 3-D Coordinates

2. ADC praress :Because most fhme grabbers acquire images in real t h e (W is, 1/30

of a second RS-170 allowance for each video fiame), special video speed ADC
converters must be used. RS-170 allows 52.59

pet

for each line in die image to be

sampled. This is called the active line time. In this the, a 512 x 480 fhm grabber, for

example, must convert 512 pixels (in. prfonn 512 ADCs). This requires an ADC with a
throughput of almost 10 MIIz (52.59 jaec divided by 512 equals 103 mec; 103 mec is

equivalent to 9.74 MHz).

Moa of the ADC performance parameters given by the manufactures are either
insufficient or unc1ear for the signal and kpencies used. There are four main sources of
emr in ADC:quantkation, Iinearity, offset, and gain. Quantidon has to do with how
accutately a particdm digital pixel vaiue represents the brightness of the corresponding

location in the onginai video signal. Brightness rewlution is determined by the resolution
of the ADC. An 8-bit

AM: divides the intensity spectnrm h m black to white into 256

values ( 2A8 = 256). The 1 s t

mors characterize the ADC response to the input

video signal, see Figure 43. These mrs are temperatme-dent

(Wong et. al.

(1990)), Le. the converter hctions c o d y only at its n o d Opaateg temperatm.

The temperature effêcts wiil be discussed in more detail inChapter 6.
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4.3 System Calibmtion

For the mtegtation of d o g u e video cameras wIth navigation sensorsythe temi system
cali'bration i s more appropriate than simpiy camera caiicbration. On the one hana this is

due to the fat that an additionai interior orientation parameter, scak in the x-axis
direction of the image space, is also eso'miattd m the calibration procedure. This sale
arises

h m the difference ôetween the camera dock fkqyency, governing video si@

output of the Mage data, and the m

e grabber sampling hcpency. Essentially, this

creates rectangutia pueis, for more details see Lichti and Chapman (1995). On the other

hancl, the integration of the vida cameras with the INS r e q h s the knowledge of the
spatiai relaàon between the two system fhmes. This requins the spatial vectoc and the

relative rotation between the two sensor fiames. The system c a l i o n , therefore,

includes the caiï'bration of the cameras and the relative orientation &%ration.

4.3.1 Camera Calibration

Camera ~ ~ b r a t i oisna standard procedure which has to be performed before using any
meaic or digital camera in photogrammetric applications. It detennines the interior
geometry, i.e. the innet orientation parameters, of the aimeras. A s e I f ~ i r a t i o abundle

adjustment is used for this purpose (Cosandier and Chapaai2 1992). It solves for the four
elements which define the inner geomeuy of the camena, namely principal point
coordinates ( x . yP), lem focal length V). y&

-

d e factor (ky used when pixeis are

not square), and the five eiements which define the lens distortion cham%!&ics.

In

addition, the position (& Yo,&) and the oriintation (m, #, K) parameters for each
camera are solved for. These panmeters are useà to relate the cameras to the navigation

sensors.

The prsicipai pomt coordinates and the y-scak fàctor relate the cornputer coordinate

system to the image coordinate system. The fïrst is a left-handed coordiaate systern with
the origin at the left topmost pixel of the screen, x-axis w e l to the image luns and the
y-axis p d e l to columns of the image. The latter, is a right-handed system with ïts origin
at the principal point Figure 4.4 shows the relation between the two systems. Due to the

difference betweeu the two coordinate systems, an additional reflection (-1) must be
incorporateci into the y-coIlinearity equation. Therefore, the y - d e factor is simply added
to the b d e

adjustment to account for both the x-axis d e factor and the reflection.

Thus, the y-sale factor is sirnply the negative reciprocal ofthe a

d x-axis sale factor.

The transformation fiom the computer coordinate to the image coordmate is denned by
the foilowing fonda:
X=xc - X p ,

Y -0, - u p y
where

-XSY

Mage coordinates,

xcj Yc

computer coordinates,

k~

y-axis d e factor.

Figure 4.4 :The Cornputer and Image Coordmate Systems

The mathematical mode1 of the b d e adjusiment with seIfd'bration is based on the
co1lùiearïty conditions. They are formulated as follows:

Image coordinatCs,
Lens focal length,

Elements of the orthogonal ma~rix:
R d e m g the rotation between the

m-fbme and the camera coordmate system ( c - h e ) ,
X, y 3

Object coordinates in the m-fiame,

X,,Y,, 2,

Pempective center coordinates m the m-fkame,

AY

Correction terms for additional parameters, m h i y 1-

distortion

parameters.

Lens distortion can be thought of as the deviation of the image ray h m ideal collinearity
with the object ray. Lens distortion is due to the impnfection of Lens mauufacturing. For

an ideal lem, the object, the lem perspective center, and the image point, alI shouid lie
dong a straight line. However, w lem has supports an ideai couinearity'behavior and wiii

always have imaging aberrations.Lens distortion is usually cüvided mto two types, tadial

and tangential. Radial distortion afKects the position of the image point on a sttaight line
t a d i a ~ gfomi the principal point.

The tangential distortion magnitude depends on the

radial distance of the imaged point to the principal point and the orientation with respect
to a reference direction. The three radial lem distortion coefficients (kl,k2, and k3), and
two tangential distortion coefficients @1

AX = 5(klr2 + kzr4 + k3r6)+

and p2) are modeleci by (Brown, 1966):

(r2 + 2z2)+21r;!Xy,

where

Calibration of cameras requires a test field of targets wdih hown coordinates m an
arbitmy coordmate system. The UofC 3-D c a l i i o n jig has ken useà. It consists of 28

randody-spaced targets within a 2 x 1.5 x 1.5 m cube, see Figure 4.5. The 3-D
coordinates of the center of each of these targets were determineci via angle intersection

using a 1 arcsecond electronic thedolite. Estimated 3-D coordinates have been sweyed
to an accuracy ofO. l

mm.

In order to achieve sub-pixel accuracy in the calibraiion d î s , special techniques for
m e a s h g the image coordinates of the test field targets are needed- These techniques

make use of circular targets, black circles with white background, made of retro-reflective
tilrn. This mataial has a very important property; it reflects the light dirrctiy back
towards its source. Therefom in order to have a good contrast between the targets and the

background, a Light source was mounted very close to the carneras. The centroid detection
algorithm was used to determine the coordinates of tbe targets. It nrst creates a binary

window around the target using ttiresholdnig and then cornputes the center of gravity of
the targets in the cornputer coordinate system as :

where,
x ~ 9Y~g
g

-&,Y)

Coordmates ofthe target center ofgravity,

--

Gray level vdue ofthe pixel at location (x, y ) .

Figure 4.5: The Camera Caiiination Jig

The imaging cornpanent of the VISAT system consists of 8 video carneras with a
resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. The cameras are houseci in a pmsurized case and

mounted h i d e two fbced-base towm on top of the VISAT van (Figure 4.6). This

anangement elimhate for ail pdcal

purposes the chance for the cameras to move

during the survey.

Fi-

4.6 :Roof Mount ofthe Cameras

The relative orientation @O) parameters can be divided hto two gmups. The fitst group
contains the parameters which define the relative position and orientation between
different stem pairs. The second group consists of the parameters that define the relative
position and orientation betweai the cameras and the navigation sensors. The latter are

essentiai for the georeferencingprocess. To estimate the two groups of parameters, some
constraints are added to the b d e adjustmmt program El-Sheimy and Schwarz 1993).

The constraint equations make use ofthe fkct faft both the cameras and dK iNS are fixed
ditring the mission. This is achieved by aqyiring a number of images at diffcnnt

positions and distances h m a test field ofGCPs (see Figure 4.7).

Vau Position (0

Van Position 0')

Figure 4.7 :The Test Field for Calibraring the RO Parameters.

These constraints can be written for two van positions (i) and ('j)and two cameras (cl)
and (c2) as follows:

.

bi=Oi,

4Rf (i)=

03 , Aig2(0= mi2(j),

(0= m:; (11

For the stereo-pair (i),

where,
b

is the base vector between stereo-pair(cl) and (c2),

R,"

is the rotation matrix ktween the c-&me and the m-frame, the m-hune is

the frame in which the test field coonlinates are exprrssed,
R?

is the INS attitude maîrk between the iNS b h e and the m-fiame,

hR,b

is the rotation rnattix between the c-fiame and the INS b--e,

w?

is the rotation matrix betweeu cameni (1) and camera (2), and

X" ,Y",zd are the coordinates of die camera (ci) perspective center in the m-fianie.

The implementation of the constrainîs requires the lmowledge of the &or

orientation

parameters (& Yo, &, o., 41, ir) of the cameras as weil as the mitude information of the

INS. The latter is estimated after processing the INS daîa and mcluding them in the
bundle adjustment with their pmper weigbts. The exterior orientation parameters are

estimated duectiy form the bundle adjustment program, Once the exterior orientation

parameters of each camera are available, the coIlStraints are implemented as foiiows :

1- The base coI1Straillts: each camera wül coastiane a strip, see Figure 4.8 for a pictorial
exampie of two ptnps and three van setups. The base vector (bx b,, bZ) between
each stemm pair are e>rpmsed in one ofthe camem coocdinate systems as foiiows :

is the number ofstrips, Le. the number ofcameras, aud

is the number ofvan setups ,i.e. the number ofimages in each sirip.

2- The relative rotaiion maûk consaraints :The analyticai formulation of the constmbts

is based on the relative rotation matrices AR between any two cameras or any came=

and the ZNS b-fiame. This can be achieved by keeping the dative rotation m e s (Aa,

A+, AK) constant in the bundle adjustment The form of the rotation matrïx used is as
follows :

Where S and C are the trigonometric fuactions sine and cosine, mpectiveiy.

Stnp (0

2

1

1

2

1

2

"

Van
Position

1

2

(k)

3

Figure 4.8 :Pictorïal Example of the RO Co&ts

There are only three independent parameters in the mat*

M. Their fimctional

relationship with the matrix elements are as foiiows :

Once the relative orientation parameters are available after the nrst iteration ofthe bundle

adjustmenh the constraints can be impiementecl as foliows:

The number of constrahts added to the bundle adjustment pprogram caa be computed
using the foiiowiog formula :

Number of coIlStraints = (i - l ) !(j
~ - l)!,

(4.1 3)

where (i) is the number of cameras and ÿ) is the number of van positions seaips during
the caliiration.

Mer the caiiiration, the offset vector between the INS and the cameras, e x p d in the

INS b-hune, can be computed It should be noted that this is not possible kfore the
cali'bmtion, since the cameras perspective centers catuiot be physidy obsemed, These
vectors are used in the georeferencingequation given in Chapter 3. The offset vector~ine

cornputed as foiiows Figure 4.9):

Figure 4.9: The Coordinates of the Cameras and the GPS Ant-

in the INS b - h e

The calibration of the INS system consists of a iab calibration and a field rehement test
The field test w d i be discussed in more daail in Chapter 6. In the lab caliration, 30minute samples of stationary INS data in four different directions an coliected on a stable

and level s e c e . The h u t h s are: 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°. Since the N S sits on a level

surface during the lab test, the pitch and roll c m be assumed to be zero. The INS gyro
drift (4and accelerometer b

k (b) can be computed as follows, for more details see

Wong (1988) and Savage (1978) :

where

+

where (j)is the sample number, (A) is the sample azimuth, and is the latitude. Results
fiom the lab diration show that the gyro drift and accelmrneter biases in this @cuIar

HoneywelI k r - R e f III are :

I

mcsec/sec, and

The parameters e h t e d in the lab caiiibration are used as an approximation to the gyro
drifts and accelerometers biases, they are fliiRher improved by information from a field
test which WU
be discussed in Ch*

6.

4.4 Integrating INS Attitude Data into Bundie Adjastmcnt

The integration of INS attitude data into a brmdle a d i e n t program requks some
consideration due to the fàct that the INS attitude data nonnally refer to a local-level

fbme (LL-aamt). The attitude of the INS system, Le. the orientation of the INS
measurement fiame @name) with respect to the LL-fiame, can be defked by three Euler
rotational angles known as roll (r) around the x-gyro axis, pitch @) amimd the y-gyro
axis, and yaw

ma&

&) atomd the z-gyro axis. Attitude angles are derived h m

the attitude

relating the b-&me and the LL-&me.

In the KINGSPAD pmcessbg software, this attitude matrix has been defined accuniing
to navigation conventions as follows (Wei and Schwan (1990b)) :

where s and c denote the sine and cosine respeaively.

Ushg Equation (4.17) the attitude

roll, pitch, and yaw (r,p, y) can k obtained by :

As show in Equation (3.2), the attitude matrDr &Ucan be obtained by soldg the

foliowing différentid equatioa :

where

is the skew-symmetric matrix for the INS body rates and the

@ is the skew-

syrnmetnc matrix for the angular velocities of the L L - h e with respect to the inertial
h e .

The solution o f Equation (4.19) is given m Savage (1982) and provides the recursive
fom for the update of the attitude ma&

hU.For the bb-name sensed rotation, it takes

the foiiowing form:

where
S = C U is the skew-symmetric matrix form of the vector Bgiven by :

8 is the small incremental anguiar changes of the rotation of the b-fhne with respect
to the LL-hme over the short time interval LU.This mtervd is typidy b e t w a 16 to

20 mec.

The attitude matrix of the camera is defineci acfording to photognunmetrïc conventions as
the rotation h

m the mapping fiame ( m - h e ) to the cameta &une (c-brie) as:

where a,, (,rrare the rotation angles amund the x-axis, y-axk, and z-axis ofthe camera,
respectiveiy.

The integration ofthe INS attitude data into the b d e adjustment, therefore, requires the
following steps:

1. For easy operation, the cootdiaate system of the caiibration test field s h d d be based

on a mapping coordibate system, e-g. UTM or 3TM, repfesenting a LL-hme. Ln that
case, the

INS derived azimuth is dirrctly related

to the

L L - h e . If a d i n i n t

coordinate system for the test field is used, it will resuit in diffene~tvaluesfor (a,/ ,
K)

and, therefore, a diffeient relative orientation between the cameras and the INS

system. Thus a constant azimuth has to be made in this case to a l l maps ptoduced by a

GPS/INS system. The azimuth of the network could be detennined wing a GPS static
m e y with baselines of about 1 to 2 km in Iength.

2. The estimation of the relative orientation parameters (A <y A 4. A K) between the M S

(b-fiame) and the ~~ (c-hme) requires the p d u c t of the rotation matrices

lad II:. In order to obtah meaningful values, both mtation matrices must have
the same sequence of rotations about the axes x, y and t It is clear h m Equations
(4.17) and (4.21) that the two matrices have different seqwnces of rotations with

respect ta the m-firame. Theref-

in the implementation of the relative orientation

constraints, discussed in Section 432, bath rotation matrices shouid foilow the same

rotation sequence. Since the constraints wül be implemented ia the bmâie adjustment
program, it is more feasibk to follow the camera rotation sequeme. That is, the

implementation of the relative orientation comtrabt should take the fonn :

The implementation of Equation (4.22) requjres the following steps:
Extract the INS attitude angles (r.p, y) using Equaiïon (4.1 8).
Re-produce the INS attitude ma& using the rotation sequence m Equation (4.22).

Do the same

two steps when implementhg the

georeferenciag process.

N S attitude ma&k in

the

THREE-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTATION USING THE VISAT

SYSTEM

The h a l acciirscy of 3-Dcoordinates computed h m the VISAT systern is a fimction of

the complete processing chah, which involves GPS position, INS positiodattitude,
system syncbronidon, system cali'bratjon, pixel sire, pointmg accuracy, and van speed-

These factors are discussed m diis chapter. FWy, the procedms of 3-D coordinate
computation will be discussed followed by the factors affecthg the accutacy of the

VISAT system. The expected accuracy of the 3-D coordinates and how each component
contributes to the error budget wïil be given. The quality control momik concept will be

discussed in the iast section for both the positionkg and imagiiig modules.

3-D coordinate computation of any object withia the field ofview of the cameras rrquHes
the following information &om at least two images :

Position of the camem perspective center at exposure time (3 parameters per image),
as estimateci fiom the GPSIINS position and the translation component between the

INS and the cameras;

Cawra orientation at expowe tirne (3 parameters per image), as estimaud h m the

INS attitude and the relaiive orientationparameters between the cameras and the INS;
Intenor geometry of the camera sensor (9 parameters), as eshated b m the camera
cali'bration; and

Image coordinates of die object (2 parameters), as asmeasUrrd h m the image in the

VISAT Station.

The input information needed is not the direct output h m a single module. It inchides the
data acquisition module using the VLog ~~ftwarr,
GPSiINS processing using

the

KINGSPAD soAware, system calibration using bundle adjusmient software,
georeferencing using Georef software ,and fÏnally the image measurementf in the VISAT
Station software. The whole process mcludes the foîlowing major steps :

1. Coilecting synchronized GPS, INS, and image data using the VLog soaWare. All the
data streams are tirne-tagged wÎth

the GPS time with a special file containing the

camera exposurr the, d e d TAG" file.
2. Processing the GPS and N S data using the KINGSPAD software. The software

produces a georeferencing file, called the 'XEF" me. The file contains die GPS time,
INS position and attitude, and standard d-on

ofthe output quantities at 50 Hz.

3. Caiibrating the cameras and cameras/ïNS usmg the bundle adjustment program.
4. Georeferencingthe images, which UicIudes the following :

Interpolating the INS position and the attitude i n f i o n fiom the "REP'füe at
the time of exposure stored in the TAG" me. Since the LNS

data are produced at

50 Hz (1 Hz equals to 33 cm at 60 kmh), a iiaear mterpolation mode1 is enough for

the VISAT application.
Rotating the camera-INS O-

vector ab,as esthatd by system calitemon, nOm

the INS b-finmie into the m-fLrame usmg the INS attitude maaix R r ( t ) , h m the
KINGSPAD software, as follows :

1

= RF ( r )

Computing the perspective -ter

coordmateç O'f the camems as foUows :

where RM and Rp are meridian and prime vertical radii of crwatwe, respectively.
Cornputhg the attitude maaices of the cameras ushg the INS attitude matck

R r ( r ) , as estimateci fiom the KINGSPAD software, and the relative orientation
matrixRi, as estimated h m the system calr'bration, as follows :

R 2 ( t ) = Ri ~ : ( t )
Storing the geonferencing idontiation in a header in h n t of each image.

5. Tdorming the 2-D image coordinates m
to the 2-D

d in the cornputer coordinate m

Mage coordinetcs of the camcra CCD chip. This stcp

e

the camera

principai point cootdinatcs (xp y$ and the d e fitctor kp

X=x-xp ,

6. Correcthgthe image coordiaates for the lem distortion parameters :

whae

k,,p, are lens distortion coefncients as estimatecl k m the rrunera cali'bmtion.

7. Transformingthe 2-D CCD chip coordinates to the 3-DCO-e

coordinates. This step

requins the determination ofthe focal length (f) ofthe camera lens.
8. Introducing all the information with the proper weighting hto a least squares buadle

adjusmient Up to 10 image points can be introduced mto the least squares problem.

5.2 Factors Affküng the Accuracy of the VISAT System

The georeferenchg model discussed in Chapter 3 contains the rneasud image data as
well as all steps in the processing chah. They include GPS positionin& INS

position/attitude determination, system ~ ~ b r a t i oaccuracy
n,
of cameras, and the effect of

image geometry. This model can, therefore, be used to assess the contribution of
measurement a d system errors to the 3-Dpositionhg accuracy. The following system

analysis is somewhat srniplineci because it does not use the explicit model for INS/GPS

integration. However, the emrr mode1ofthis intcgration has been a d p d elsewhere, see
for example Schwarz naL (1993b), and its chiuactaistic contriion to the emn budget
is well-known. W i i this caveat m minci, the model @en

m Equation (3.7) can k

considemi as a generai model for analyzing the emrs in the georeferc~lcïngprocedurrprocedurr

Its parameters will change fimm one application to the n a The structure of the m o r

model wiil, however, be the same.

Using a nrst-order enw anaiysis of Equation (3.7) and adding one mm, (V+@. &"to

reflect the synchronization mot, the foilowhg formufa is obtained, for more details see

El-Sheimy et. al. (1995) and Schwarz and El-Sheimy (1996):

where V and o are the velocity and an-

rate of the camera, respectively.

Equation (5.10) contains five major gmups of emxs that contriiute to the fiaal accuacy

of the 3-Dcm-.

T h y are the INWGPS position errors, the INS orientation errors,

the calibration emm, the target pointing and geomeay errors, and the synchronization
errors.

The only potential e m r which was not hcluded in Equation (5.1 O) is the iastabiiity of the
cameras with respect to the navigaîion sensors. This instabiiiry will mcrrase the aror

b
level of & and

4.
Experience avahble at this point does wt indicate t

h Yhese effkts

b
are large enough to be above the general noise level. In generai, die variation in & is not

The accuracy of the GPSLNS system depends on the accumulation of e m in each
subsystem and on the effectiveness of the updaîing procedure in reducing these m m .

Typical GPS/INS positional mors for a truck m e y over a baseline of 20 km length are
shown in Figure 5.1. The number of availsihle satellites diiring the test was five. The
figure confirms tbat positional errors are m the order of 10 cm with an RMS of 7 cm.
Similar results were reported by Lapucha (1990). The iargest accumulation of errors
occurs during periods of unaided INS operation, that is, upon loss of satellite lock or lack

of 2UPT.s. During these periods of bridging, the INS is used as a stand-alone positionhg

system. After re-acquisition of the satefites, its results are used to recover the phase
ambiguities.

4

6

LL1&)

12

14

16

Figure 5.1:GPS/INS Positionai Mrs.

The basic idea behind N S bndging is the use of the INS-pdcted coordinates to reset
the position o f the GPS receiver after sigoal re-acquisition. The bottom Ime, in INS
bridging, is that any emrs hcumd during unaided INS operation should be below a

threshold value in order to prevent a bias in the GPS computation foliowing re-acquisition
of lock The threshold value is haifa cycle, ir. 10 cm for single fiequeecy receivers and
40 cm, when wide-ianing techniques are useci, for dual fkquency rexeivers. The reason

for this INS-induced bias is that the inertially-derivedposition is used in re-computing the
phase ambiguities. Em>n in the ambiguity detenniuation, due to errors in the INS

coordinates, will therefore show up as a co~stantbias. Should there be a large number of
satellites avaüable, the GPS filter will attempt to re-establish precise ambigu@

ternis

in

kinematic mode. Althougb this is not d o r m l y reliable, shce it is geometry dependent, it

works weU ifthete is a longer p e n d ofMmterrupted GPS observations with at least four
satellites.

In stand-alone mode, INS rrsuhs are mainly

by the iaitial position errot, the

initial velocity errer, the initial misaligrment, the gyro drifts, and the accelerometet
biases. hiven by these aror sources, the INSresults will have a long-tenn ern>rbehavior
dominateci by the su-called Schuler oscillations, the period of which is about 84.4

minutes, for more details see Bnning (1971). For short periods of time, say bridging of 20
to 30 seconds, the INS position errer can be approximated by the foilowing equation (see

Figure 5 2 ) :

where

64, is the position emr at time tl,
64,

is the position mor at time 4

6 y,

is the velocity emrr at time tl,

6a,,

is the accelerometers bias at tirne tl, and

6e

is the effect of platfôrm misalignment arors, which is about 5 mwarcsec (Hein,
1995).

Given that typicd GPSfINS position emrs are within 5 cm (fixeci ambiguities) and

GPS/iNS velocity errors are within 2 cmlsec (GPS double difference), the unmodeied
accelerometer bias can mach 10-20 mGai, and the unmodeled misalignment mors c m
reach 10 arcsec (see Section 6.4), the position enor for a bridging period of 20 sec can
reach 57 cm,

set Equation (5 3).

m
64' = 0.05m + (0.02-~20sec)
sec

1

+-(IO
2

111

x L O - ~ ~ K ~ O+ ~ ~ C ) ~

sec

The contribution of each component in Equation (5.7) cleariy shows that the dominant
-*

- -

error is the initial velocity enor. This e m r am be mmmiiud by perfolLTnmg a ZUPT
which could d u c e s this e m r by an order of magnitude- This is possible, when the

obstacle causing l o s of lock can be identifieci in advance, such as in case ofan overpass.

Figure 5.2 :Diagram ofINS Bridging Enor Sources.

Reliable bridghg of GPS outages by iNS wül, îherefore, depend on a reliabie short-tenn
error mode1 and long-term INS e m estimation during paiods when high precision

position and velocity information b m GPS is available.

GPS errors will be reflectcd m the behavbr ofthe INS due to the updating proces. These
emrs are, however, not as serious a problem as those descri-

above since they are not

tirne-dependent as with unaideci i n d positioning, and bounded m size pmvided phase
lock is rnaintained. These ewrs hclude multipath, which is at the cm-level and usually
ignored in kinematic mode, constant bias owing to poor initiai ambiguity determination,
phase measurement noise due to high dynamics and distortion of the carrier phase due to

ionospheric actMty.

The constant bias portion ofthe errm is mainty a bction of the static hithkation tirne,
baseline length, and ionospheric effects, especially if these are unusually severe. GRren 20
minutes of alignment during which GPS data are collected, this bias ermr should be at the

level of k 5 cm for typical missions if short initial baselines of kss than 7 km are used.
However, they can be larger given extreme s o k acthity or longer initial baselines.

Further errors d l accumulate during the mission owing to the distortion of the phase

measurements by the ionosphere and to the increased phase measmernent noise in case of

high dynamics. Higher dynamics will cause the GPS tracking bandwidth to increase m
order to accommodate vehicle induced Doppler shifts m the si&

followed by an

inevitable reduction in the precision of the phase measurements. For more details about

conmiution of these emrs to error budget, see Zhang (1995).

The e f f i of GPS/INS position mors on the derived 3-D coodhates of pomts will
depend on the sequence of images used in the cornputaiion- Iffixed-base stereo pairs are
used, see Figure 53a, both cameras obtain the same GPS/INS position plus a constant

shift (as determined m the dikation). Therefore, the emrs in the GPS/iNS position wüi
introduce a constant shiA for ail points within this stereo-pair and have the same direction
as that of the GPS/INS position. Oa the otha hand, if coasecutive images are used, and
the baseline between them is obtaiaed h m INSEPS psitioning, see Figure 5.3.b, the
target position error will depend on the -tude

and direction of the baseline error, and

the baseline length.

Figure 5.3 :Effect of Baseline Emns on the Final 3-D Coordinates
1O3

Lever ann corrections, Le., c o d o n s for the ofkt betweenthe INS center and both the

GPS antenna centa and the cameras pempedve centers, will affect the accuracy of cycle
slip detection and correction, the coordinates of the cameras perspe*ive centers, and the
base between the cameras. They consist of a constant bias

and a he-dependent tcrm

The constant bias is the result of ewrs in the original m e y pediormed during the system
calibration. When the GPS/INS/camera system is vehicle-mounted, a survey must be
performed, once
between the

O*,

in order to compute the local body fiame ofEset components

GPS antenna, camera paspective centers, and the INS b-fiame anter, see

Section 4.3. The translations are denved by a total station survey as weil as a bundle
adjusmient, while the azimuth rotation is computed by deteanining the difference

between an astronomie e u t h of some chosen Iines in the test field and the INS azhuth
detemiined during the aliment procedures.

Given that a typical natic aügnment can be perfonned to an accuracy of about 2-4 arc

minutes in azimuth (Liu, 1994), the remahhg error is of the order of k 0.25 cm for a
lever a m of 2 m. Note that an error of 2 arc minutes m the baseline azimuth will
introduce across-track enor of 2 cm for ail objects 35 m away h m the van. On the other
hami, a constant bias of 0 2 cm in the fixeci base between the cameras, especidy the front

ones, can introduce an enor of 4 cm, mainly dong track, for an object 35 m away fiom

the cameras; see Figure 5.4 for the e f f i of a baseline mot of 0 2 cm on the dong-track

enor. The m r is computed using the foilowing formula :

where

B

is the baseiine length,

Y

is the distance between the object and the cameras,

P

is the photognimmetric parallaxe
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Figure 5.4 :Effect of an Error of 0 2 cm in the Baseiine Length on the 3-DPosition

A tirnedependent tenn wbich must be considered m lever arm computation is the drift in
roi&pitfh, and h u t h incurred during the su~vey.Following the aligmnent, these drift
t e s

acc-y

WU increase and may reach several arc minutes per hour, depending on the
of the INS. Since roU, pitch, and &uth

are used at each GPS update epoch

(nominaUy 1 Hz) and each image capture epoch to rotate the orÏginal translations vectors

d a c n k d above, thne changes in the actitudes have to be considered. The total rotational
-r

reach 5-10 arc minutes over a long mission. The effect of this aror depends on

the distance between the cameras and the object For objects 35 m away h m the
cameras, the rotationai error will introduce an position aior of about 5 an.

E m r s m the inner orientation parameters are anothcr major mor source which can
contribute to the errer budget in the 3-Dposition. The most critical parameter is the
principal point coordinate, more specifïcally xp A haEpixel eemn in xp can inttoduce
dong-track errors of 28 cm for points 35 m away fiom the cameras. This highlights the
importance of using sub-pixel accrwcy in the caiibration measurements. A part of this

problem is the stability ofthe CCD chip in diffmnt operationai environmentS. The main
emr source is tempetatute variaiion. More details about the effect of temperature on the

image coordinates WU
be given in Chapter 6.

Time synchronization errors between the GPS, the INS, and the vida data sîream are

another possible error source. The synchronization effect appears in both the interpolateci
m

vector rINS(t)aad the rotation matrix ~ r ( t )In
. order ta reach the accuracy required for
the VISA?' system, the synchronization should be accurate to a few millisecon& (one

millisecond is equivalent to 1.6 cm position error at a velocity of 60 km&). The system
synchronization is pafonned using the PPS b m the GPS receiva. The PPS intemrpts

the cornputer evexy second through either LPT ports or the COM ports of the host PC .

The intemtpt handler gets a computer thne tick, T ' ,which corresponds to the PPS
signai. From the GPS position record, the tirne tag in the GPS time, T

~is alrrady
,

avaiiable. The offset between the GPS time fbme and the computer time fiame is,

-Th).
A d h g this time ofkt to the camera time tag in the computer

therefore, ( T '

h

e wïlI result in the camera time tag in the GPS t h e h m e as given by the foilowing

equation :

If there are no delays h m the PPS mtemrpt service routine or any hardwamrelated
delays, then this time tagging accuracy should be within the PPS timing accuracy.

Unfortunately, delays are unavoidable. S y n c h r o ~ o nermrs can d

t fiom the

following :
1. Intemal hardware delav: This error accounts for the fhct that measurements have to be

converted, through the ADC process, to a digital fonnat and then transmitted to the
communication ports. For example, in the GPS receiver, measurements wiU be
processed to obtain the navigation solution before the GPS raw measurements are sent
out to the GPS receiver communication port. The t h e taken by the nceivers is

diEerent fiom one receiver to ii~lothêrand i . usually not b w n to the user.
2. Data Transmission delay: This is the imlmown time delay between the sensors and the

computer, Le. the time taken by data to feach the communication boards. For example,
the INS communication board (Arinc-429) will wait till it receives a complete record

before it issues an intemipt to the cornputer. The delay wïli depend on the data

trammission ritte h m the INS. If this t h e is constant, this emK can be treateâ as a
deterministic constant.
3. T ï e Tagghp Delay: In the data Logging software o f the PCs that baudie muitidata
streams, the use of interrupt service routines @SR) t essential for avoiding data losses.

The number of ISR in a logging software depends on the number of sensors; it shouid
not exceed the intempt vector avahbie in the PC. SiDce the CPU rrsponds to

interrupts in a priority order, c a k d the hterrupt Request Semice ([RQ), it is very

likely that one intenvpt is blocked by another of higher priority for some unknowa
the

before it is s e ~ c e d .Other system resources are also likely to b k k the seasors

ISR nich as hard disk accessing and writing*In gened this emr is unpredictable and
very hatd to detemime.
4. Com~uterClock Reading E m r This type of e m r is due to the fact that the PC timer

chips (8253 for XT end 8254 for AT) keep the tirne ofthe day with a counter that has
18.2 Hz ticks, equivalent to 55 msec. With such a coarse resolution, synchronization

errors in position could reach 1.55 m (1 msec = 3 cm for 60 hnm speed). In order to
reach higher clock tesolution, channe1 O of the timer has a two byte register for
counting the hctional part of 55 msec. For example, by using the fkst 10 bits in this
counter the resolution will be increased by a faaor of 1024, that is to 53.78 W C . The

final cornputer thne will be the coane time ticb plus the high nsolution M o n of the
ticks. An error h m clock nadmg codd happe11when the minor time counter is full
and the time-of-the-day countcr is read before its counter has ken bcremented.

The main efflbct of delays (1) and (2) is that the solution cannot foliow the trajectory of
the system. T h e taggbg enors of types (3)

and (4) can be conected by matching the

period beniveen the rneamements with a redefhed acquisition interyal. Obviousiy, effects
of the tmie tagging error are proportional to the speed of the vehicle, and thus
requirements for time tagging a c c q wiil change for diffèrent applications and
hardware configuraiions. u1 land vehicie applications, syncbnization e t ~ ~ wiU
rs

introduce an dong-track emr. For a vehicIe traveiing at 60 kmm, a the-tagging error of
1 msec wiU cause an emr in position of 1.6 cm, For an airplane traveling at 150 mkc,
the same synchronizaîione m r will cause an mr>r in position of 15 cm.

Synchronization errors could be dramatidy reduced by using either low-level coding
software techniques or centralized hardware integmtion techniques. Ln the former, the
red-tirne clock (RTC) ofthe host PC is a typical example. The AT and higher-end models
each have a batteryaperated RTC on the main circuit board The clock contains 64 bytes
of battery bac@ RAM. This RAM accepts clock data and system coaf?grnation. The 64

bytes RAM is divideci iato four registers which caa be accessed Wre any other memory
location. The first register, register A, is of particular interest for RTC programming.
Figure 5.5 gives a description of the status registet A.

The interrupt fkequency Cbit field of this =gister has a defdt value of 0110 (binary).
This value results in an interrupt Wuency of 1024 intempts per second (Le., an
interrupt every 0.967562 msec). The intemxpt ftequency field can also be programmed by

changing the value of the &bit field. The programmeci kquency can mach 8192

interzupts per second, that is an intmupt every 0.122978 msec. Therefore, a

synchronization emrr of one tick (0.122978 rnsec) will cause an e r m in position of 0.2
cm for a vehicle travelug at 60 M.
For more details about the RTC registers, se+
Tischer (1994).

Figure 5.5 :RTC Status Register A

The second method for improving the system synchronjzation is to integrate the hardware

in a single centralid interfâcing board. Such a board is king developed for mtegratbg
GPS, INS,ABS, GPS PPS, and the camera capture pulse, see Figure 5.6 for schematic

explanation of the concept The boarâ has a time capture module which uses a 10 MHz
master VCXO (Voltage Controiled Crystal Oscillator) to provide time as a 28 bits
fiaction (100 nanosecond rex>lution). The GPS PPS signal is used to synchronize the
board timing with the GPS epoch at the rising or falling edge (programmable) ofthe PPS

signai. The timing accuracy of this board is essential for highdynamîc airborne
applications such as helicopter mapping applications.
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t
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Multi YOItiming Board
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Figure 5-6:Decentralized Hardware Configuration

5.2.4 Error Budget

Table 5.1 summarizes how each t e m in Equation 5.10 conmibutes to the final accriracy of
the 3-D coordinates. The table indicates vhat aU but one error source contriiute less than

10 cm, and most of them only a few centimeters, The one major exception is the scale

factor enor si in dong-track direction, which is due to the p r geowtry in that
direction and obviously depends on the distance between the canera and the met. It

should be noted diat there is no g e n d distancedependent emK of this magnitude, but
that it only occurs when the target is in this directioa Fomuiatciy, under normal

operation, a target in this direction can be seen on a large number of images and the
unfavorable geometry can thus be excluded by operational procedures-

53.1 Qnality Control of the System Positionkg Moduk

The quality control of the system positionhg module consists of a d - t h e alea system
for those situations where the overail performance specifications of the system are not
Iikely to be met, and a pst-mission suite of pmgrams for cycle slip correction, INS
bridging, and backward smoothing in case of GPS outages. The major task of this
segment is real-time quality assurance, i.e. the certainty that a specined percentage of the
stored INS and GPS data are of sufncient quality to aiiow continuous computation of the

vehicle trajectory within the specifïed accuracy W.For example, the requirement to

achieve a standard deviation of 30cm in position for 98% of the pst-mission trajectory

computation wouid be such a specifïcation.

Table 5.1 :E m r Sources ofThe VISAT System and T ' e uMaguitude

1" tenn (iNS/GPS
position)

Constant for all points in the
Same image.

Function of the distance
between the camera and the

attitude)

abject,

for the whole
mission. The effèct on 3-D
coordinates depends on the
distance between the camera
and the objects.
2- Depends on the camera
configuration used m 3-D
2-6 cm at 30 m
( k e d base)
computation. Criticai for
Eixed-base cameras.
1- Constant

4& Terni (Target

pointing
Geometry)
1. 6rS

1- Depends on the camera
configuration used in 3-D
computation.
Introduces
across-track error.
2- Depends on the carneta
configuration used in 3-D
computation.
Introduces
dong-track enor. Critical for
fixed-base cameras-

and
0.5 pixel
0.5 pixel

-

1.8 3.6
for V= 60
km5

1- Intmduces dong-track mot.

Can be reduced by uskg the
PC RTC or special timing
boards

-

1.8 3.6
arcmil
for O = 30

(1.5

- 3 cm at
30 m)

2- Introduces across-track emr.
Emx magninide h c t i o n of
the distance between the
camera and the objects.
Maximum dong c m e s .

Since this accuracy can always be achieved for good satellite coverage and signai
reception, quality control is majniy conceraed with comtermeasures for cases of poor

GPS satellite geomeby, signal blockage7or cycle slips. INS aidkig of GPS plays a major
role in al1 of these corntermeasUres. Since they have to take effect before GPS

positionhg accuracy deteriorates beyond halfa cycle, a reai-time systern for the deteaion
of such situations is needed to aiert the operator. In addition, expert knowledge on INS

bridging and backward smoothing are important parameters for real-time decision. The
application of these techniques is, however, done in postaiission. The real-the aiert will,

therefore, be beussed nrst, before bridging and backward srnmthirig procedures are
presented.

Poor satellite geometry is not a problem if it only increases GPS white noise. Integration
with iNS and proper weighting wiii usuaiiy deviate the problem. If, as is often the case,
poor satellite geometry generates c o r r e h d position errors, regular INS ZLiPTs are

needed in addition to GPS to maintain the Rquirrd accuracy level. Since real-time

monitoring of deteriorathg satefite geometry can be done via the dilution of precision
(DOP) numbers, an alert for such situations c m be @en.

Signal blockage by houses and mes or a complete loss of lock are indicated by the
receiver hardware- Thus, real-time detection of these events is not a problem and an alert
can always be given. Fixing ambiguities afterwards is an involveâ m e s s which depends
very much on the specïfk situation. Countenneasures are INS bridging and smoothing,

ambiguity resolution on the fiy (OTF), or a combination of aii of these. Details will be

discussed in the con-

of post-mission pmcedims.

Cycle slip detedon can be &ne m near d - t m i e by predictïng the GPS triple phase

ciifference G

V

A h m~ INS~coordmates. By cornputhg the cycle slip différence v

between the pndicted and the m

d vahe of the triple difference, it is possible to

detect cycle slips by the formula:

is the current epoch,

is die prewious epoch,
is the double differeflce range obtained i3om the INS predicted coordinates,

is the phase double dinmnce obtained h m GPS phase measurements.

In t e m of cycle slip detection and c o d o n , there is no conceptual difference between
ushg the centralized or the decenaaliaed Kalman filter, as shown in Figure 5.7.

-

C (Centralized KF)

-

D(Decentralized W)

Figure5-7: Cycle Slip Detection and Correction in Centralized and Decenûaiized Kalman

FiItaing

The cycle slip detection d e accepts both the raw GPS phase measurements and the
predicted phase measurements. The oniy difference is that for centmiid filtering, the

predicted phase data are derived h m the central fiher which accepts GPS raw

measurements as update information, while for decentralized filtering, the predicted phase
data are derived h m the master fiher which takes GPS fiha output as the update

information. Note diat the data rates of the two systems are quite dinerent and

synchronization and interpolation are problems that have to be addmsed in the
integration process.

For precise positioning with GPS/INS the values v, expresseci in cycles, will be close to
zero and continuous with respM to time. The noise in v is due to the estimation m r of

the integrated INS and the measurement noise of the GPS recenters. Since v is the change

of the double difference h m one epach to the n a noise fiom common cnor sources is

greatly & c d

A simple metbod of fixing cycle slips is the continuos monitoring of v in

tirne. By computing its effect on the triple diffetences via EquMion 5.11, cyck slip

recovery for the phase triple différence can be obtained in rral time. If pst-mission
recovery is sufticient, the infiuence of noise cm be teduceci by modeling v as a fimction
of t h e ttuough the use of all available information before and a h the cycle slip. In this
case, the double difference obsemation can dinctly be used without the additio~liiltime

differentiation for the triple differences. This reduces the measurement noise
considerably; for some m e r discussion, see Schwarz et ai. (1994).

In case of loss of lock and cycle slips, it is usualty not necessary to fix the problern in rral
time. Therefore, INS bdging and backward smoothing, which make use of the additio~liil

information obtained h m the INS, are typid pst-mission procedures. The basic idea
behind INS bridging is the use of MS-predicted coordinates to reset the position of the

GPS an-

a f k loss of lock and signal re-acquisition. Such bridging will resuit in

correct ambiguities if aii emrs incurred during unaideci INS operation remain klow half
a cycle. I f they are! larger, constant biases wül be generated foilowing re-acquisition of

lock Since arnbiguities are constants, mrs in the ambiguity determination, due to errors
in the INS coordinates,will also show up as constants.

Such biases c m be eliminated subsequendy by an OTF procedure in real tirne or a similar

method in pst-mission. The advantage of ushg INS bridging beforehand is the

deterrnination of very good appmxmiate values for the ambiguities. Thus, convergence of
OTF procedures will be coiisiderably Easter. Fmm an operationai point of Mew, it is
importaut to decide which @od

caa be bridged by INS alone -out

subsequent OTF

procedures and in which cases it will be s a f i to apply aKm. This wül &kt the reai-tirne
decision on vehicle stops for additional ZUPTs.

In general, DUS bridging is used as a prediction methoci only, Le, cumat filtet estimates
are used to predict position from INS observations. hie to errors in the Kalman nIter
States and the data, the

length of the bridging interval is iimited, depending on the quality

of the INS. For navigation grade systems, typical intemais are 20

- 30 seconds. These

intervals c m be considerably extended if prediction is combined with mioothing a&

signal re-acquisition, this principle is show in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 :INS Bridging with ForwdBackward Prediction and Smoothing

In the fomard prrdiction process, GPS information up to the tune epoch tl, at which the

GPS signai is los& is used to p&ct the trajectory during the period tl to t2 in which no
GPS data are availabk. This results in the error cuwe El. hie to the double integration of
mors at time tl, the err~rcurve El hcreases rapidly. Using the informafion in time

sections t2 to t3 after GPS signai re-acquisition, a backwasci prediction c m be used for the
tLt2 section, resuiting in the error c m E2. In a statisticai sense, E2 is the mirror image

of the emr behavior ofEl.A smoothiag procedure combines botti the forward @aion

and the baclrward prediction optimally and gives an improved estmiation of the mjectory
with the enor cuwe E3. As can be seen, the bridging interval is greatly extenàed by using
thk procedure.

It should be noted that INS brïdging by pcediction can be used as a reai-time method,
while bridging by prediction

and smoothing B cleady a post-mission methd In the

VISAT system, these procedures are cuttently used in pst-mission. Their mai-the use
does not promise major advantages and is currently not plannecl.

A M e r extension of the bridging interval

cari

be achieved if dual fkquency GPS

receivers are employed By ushg wide-laning techniques, the accuracy required h m the

INS stand-alone solution is 43 cm mstead of 10 cm. Thus the bridging intend, for which
the iNS solution is vaiid, is considerably longer. For more details about INS bridging
accuracy and results see Lapucha (1990) a d Cannon (1991).

The quality control component gives reai-time aierts to the operator in situations where
the specined tmjectory quaiity can most iikely not be achieved. These alerts are
determined by the cornputer which monitors data accuracy of GPS and INS,packs signal
blockage for each satellite, anci inwduces expert kuowledge on INS bridging

(smoothing), and the convergence t h e of OTF ambiguity resolution techniques into the

process. In ?hosecases, where an alert is given, the vehicle is stoppd to either dlow an

additional ZUPT, or, in more critical cases, an independent ambiguity resolutiont Using
these additional meamrement p e r d s , the rrqumd post-mission trajectory acciiracy can

be obtained in the specined number of cases and resuveys can be avoided.

5.3.2 Qoality Conhd of tbe Image Measurement Module

532.1 Epipolu Geometry

Automatic data capture h m the image cluster is one of the most important tasks in

reducing the time required for image measurement. Epipoiar geometry forms the

foundation of any matching algorithm used in known camera configurations because it

substantially reduces the search window, eventuaUy conf?ningit to an epipolar Iine.

Figure 5.9 shows a stereepair in epipolar geometry with Ci and Cj king the p e m e
centers of cameras (i) and 0).The epipolar plane is dehed by the object point (P) and the
two perspective centers

C' andci. The epipolar plane intersects the two images along

epipolar lines Li and Lj. Ideally, the image points Pi and Pj must lie on the epipolar hes.

To find a conjugate for a point on the epipolar line Li, it is necessaxy to search along the
corresponding epipolar line Lj. The obvious advantages ofu
s
a epipolar geometry is that
the conventionai 2-Dcomlation can be completely substituted by 1-D comlation dong

epipolar lines, for more details about the conelation dong epipoiar i . k s

bang

(1988) and Yan and Zurcim (1988).

Figure 5.9 :Epipolar Geometry

The denvation of the epipolar Line equation is based on the coplanarity condition. It
makes use of the nict diat each pair of bundie rays m u t be copianar with the base. The
coplanarity condition of image (i) is given as foilows :

where,
is the rotation matrùr between the m-hune and the c-fiame of

are the image coordinates for any point on the epipolar line Li,

are the mawred image coordinates of point (P) on the epipolar
üne Li,

is the base vector between the strreo-pair (i)and 0) in m-firame.

The epipolar iine Li can be de-

nom Equation (5.12) as :

SMilarly, the coplanarity condition for image 0)can be writm as :

where

are the coordinates of photo point @z] in the cwrdinate

system of cameta (CI)

53-22 The Use of Consmists in VISAT Applications

The discussion so fin has centered on the use of georefaeaced images for 3-D object

coordinate detennination. Geomemc informafion in the images can be wd to enhance
coordinate detemination and to achieve a more diable solution of higher @ty.

Such

information may be the fixed relative position and orientation of cameras on a stable base
or known geometnc feaairrs ofobjects in the images.

1. Camerri Relative Orkntatbn Comtnhts :M a h g use of the fkct that the cameras

are mounted on a stable base, the Iength of the base and the fixeci relative orientation of

the cameras c m be used as wI1StPaiILts. These constraints are very usefd in ~~g

the

systems as was discussed for the relative orientation cooSeamt in Chapter 4.

Epipolar geometric constraints are another example of using this g e n d techaique for 3-

D computations. Epipoiar geometry is also the foundation for any matching techniques
perfonned with cameras in a known geometnc configuration. It essenMy reduces the
search window to an epipolar iine.

2. ObjectSpace Geometric Constraints :Any known geometric configuration of points

in the object space can be used to put additional constrahts on the solution-A common
example are slraight iines which may occur as vertical lines, as for instance a telephone
pole, or as horizontal lines, as for instance lane markings or edges of bwldings. For a

vertical line, the constraint for BVO points on the h e can be written as:

Parallel lines pmvide a powerful orientation consiraint for images- By writing a constraint
for each line and then adding a coastraint forcing the two direction cosines to be the
same, redundancy for the short-term attitude can be obtained and the INS attitude can be

checked.

The use of horizontal Iine coIlSsamts in the image rneasurements of road centerlhes
could serve as a fkst step in the automatic exttaccion of road féaaaes h m a SeQuence of

close-range images. For more daails about the automatic extraction of h e features from
a sequence of closerange images, see Xin (1995).

Triangulation between images is a very usenil feature for wmplementing GPSRNS data.

In theory, it can bridge baween images where georeferencing data have poor quality due
to long GPS signai blo~kage.In this aspect aiI the above comtrabts could help m
extending the bndgïng lengtà

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

So far, the theory, concept, and problems of integrating and caiiirating the VISAT system

have been discussed, The objective of this chapter is to evaluaîe the calibiation d t s
and positionhg accuracy ofthe system. F k t , the caliiraîion ofthe imaghg component is

presented in three parts: the camera cali'bration, the relative orientation dbrati~n, and
the tempera-

efEect Then, results of quaiity contml are presented in temis of the INS

bridging interval, cycle slip detection and correction, and the potential of using the LNS

results in reducing the OTF the. Fmally, the system's relative and absolute accuracy are
presented and the emr propagation with distance is discussed.

The camera calibration procedures include: captuthg images of the test field h m

different positions and orientations, meswing the image coordmates of the target, and
estimating the camera parameters by perfonning bunde adjutment cornputations.

In ali interior orientation cali'brations,six convergent images of the 3-D caiibrationjig are
taken with the cameras mounted on tripods. Convergent Bnagery is utilued to d u c e the

correlation between the perspedive center coordinates and the interior orientation
parameters. Otha correlation, e-g. between the a,and @ rotation angles and between the
principal point coordinates (xp, yp) dong with the kentering lem distortion parameters
(pl,p2) are nippressedby mcorporating images with orthogonai ICrotation angles into the

bundle adjustment The camera stations are arrangeci at two different vertical levek, the
fïrst with the aipod at its lowest level and the second with the tnpod extended O its

maximum height Therefore, a vertical base of about 1-12 m is obtained Horimntally,
the camera stations are arrangeci as shown in Figure 6.1. At each camera station here are
15 parameters to solve for. The fhst s u parameters are the camera exterior orientation

parameters (X& Yo.2 ,O ,a,K) which are station-dependent. The rest, are the nine
parameters of interior orientation and the lem distortion parameters (xp yp J ky, kl, k2,
k3,pl, p2), which are station-independent unknowrls. The adjustment solves for the set of

additional parameters at each camera snup and wI1StfaiI1S them to the same value. This
ad& some constraints to the adjustment

On average the= are at least 20 target points visible in each image. This d t s in high

degrees o f fkedom and, therefore, a reiiable emr analysis. In order to avoid the problem
of highly comlated parameters such as kl. k2, and k3 or pl, f, and xp the nrst ten

parameters, Le. ail pararneters excluding the lem distortion parameters, are solved for in
the first m.This irnproves the appmximate values so that in the second

parameters can be solved for with a minimum number of iterations

nui

15

Figure 6.1 :Schematic Diagram of Camna Saup
Table 6.1 surnmarhes the results for one of the cameras, the resuits for the others are

similar. The table confirms h t the d t s are baiA.in the direction of the y-axis than for
the x-axis. This is most likeiy due to line jitter as discussed in Chapter 4.The addition of

the Lens distortion parameters improves the resuits by five times. This indiCates that the
lem distortion mode1 is viable. The d t s also indicate that adüitiond impmvement is
achieved by letting the control points float f k i y in the adjustment. This strongiy
indicates that the cali'bration jig is stable and the target coordinates are of acceptable

accuracy. A five times impvement was reported by Cosandier and Chapmen (1992) for
a 24 mm lens (the VISAT carneras have 8 mm leases).

-

Table 6.1 :Bundk Adjutment ResuhP 8 mm Leas Camera
With lens
distoition mode1

I

I

1

NO.of camem stations
NO.of observations
No. of unknowna

In order to confirm that the camera parameters were correctly estiinateà. Another set of
images of the diration jig was taken h

m M e r e n t locations. Another adjusbnent was

executed in which the jig targets were used as check points in the adjustment. Table 6 2

lists the resuhs of the adjustment, where 6 X, 6 Y,and 6 2 am the differences baween the
estimated coordinates, fiom the adjustment, and the known coordinates of the 10 control

points. The resuits agree weU with those of the f
b
t adjustment. It should be mentioned
that an error of 1 mm is quivalent to 0.25 pixel at the image d e .

Table 6 2 :The Camera Cai'bration Residuais at Check Points
6 X (mm)

6 Z (mm)

S Y (mm)

1

RMS (pixels)

0392

0.277

0254

6.2 Relative Orientatioa Caübration
A test field ofMiety eveniy distri'buted chular targets was established for calkathg the

offsets and misalignments of the cornpiete system, see F i g w 6.2 for the test field. The

coordinates ofthese targets were detennined using a network of six p o h , detennined by
GPS, as base stations for a total station swey. A baseline o f 1.3 Imi was used to estimate
the azimuth of the network ushg a GPS static s u ~ e y .

Figure 6 2 :Images of the Relative Orientation Test Field

System calibration was pcrforrned three tiws at one-month intervals. In each cal'bration
test, eight images were grabbed fimm at least five diffîerent van positions. For each

calibration test, the adjmiment was calcuiated twice, with and without the relative

orientation coI1Straillts. Table 6.3 lists the second dbration resuits for cameras (1) and
(2) without the relative orientation constrajnts, where (Am, A@, AK') are the relative

orientation @es

between the cameras and the INS b-fiame. Similar results were

obtained for calibrations (1) and (3). The resuits indicate that the rektive orientation

parameters are Mirent and have an accuracy of 4 mm for the base vector and 3 an:
minutes for the relative orientaton angles. The reason for having large corrections for the

reIative orientation angles is due to the nict that the acciiracy of aligpiDg the INS is about
2-4 arc minutes. This adds more disbrtion to the

bimdle adjusünent, which is then

reflected in the large corrections to the relative orientation parameters. Table 6.4
summarizes the find resuits of the thrre différent calcbrations for camera (1) and camera

(2) &er appiying the relative orientation constraints. It is obvious that men with a onemonth différence between the three c a i i i o ~ t s the
, changes m the base vector and the
relative orientation angles are about

2 m m and

* 2 arc minutes, reqectively. The

probable error due to system cal'bration at a distance of 35 m is about 3 cm ( 35 m x tan 2
arc minutes = 3 cm ) for the relative orientation angies. On the other hmd, a constant bias

of 2 mm h the base between the cameras, especially the forward lwking ones, cm
introduce an enor of 7 cm, maïdy dong-track, for an object 35 m away h m the
cameras. For more details about the contriibution of calhtion emrs to the enar budget

see El-Sheimy (1996).

Table 6.3. The Relative Orientation Parameters of Calibrarion (2) Wahout Applying
Relative Orientation Co11Straillts (Results of Cameta (1) and Camera (2))

Calibration

B

A@ (deg-)

A@ (deg.)

No. 2

I

AK (deg.)

(cm) cam(1) cam (2) cam (1)
Van set-up 1 182.71 804003 81.3991 0.1379

cam (2) cam (1)

cam (2)

0.7130

-7.81 14

9.2847

Vanset-up2 183.21 80.3921 81.4491

0.1535

0.7021

-7.8303

9.2422

Van set-up 3 182.44 80.4064 813714 0.1464

0.6200

-7.8164

8.9672

Van set-up 4 183.98 80.4453 8 1.3655

0.1849

0.7349

-7.6452

9.2266

Van ~et-up5 , 182.91 , 80.4495 , 81-4095 , 0.1478

0.6639

, -7.7682 ,

9.1 123

Table 6.4 :The Relative Orientation Parametcrs of Three Differc~ltCali'brationsAfter

1

Applying Relative Orientation C e t s (Rcsults o f Camera (1) and Camera (2))
Calibntion

1 /
B

(-1

NO.1
NO,2
No.3

-

AK (deg.)

h (kg.)

(1) Cam (2)
183.47 80.4691 81.4191

0.1691

183.12 80.4325 81.3991

1 18333

80.4495 81.3723

Cam (1)

Cam (2)

0.6313

-7.8631

9,1923

0,1603

0.6778

-7.8484

9.2010

0.1642

0.6538

-7.8521

9.1892

63 Temperature Effects

To analyze the effect of a change in temperature of the camera and the fbae grabber on
the image coordinates, a nwnber of tests werr performed The finttest was conducted by
allowing the cameras and the h

e grabber to warm up for a p e n d of two hours. The

cameras and the cornputer were switched on at the same tirne. Dunng the two-hour
period, a series of images were grabbed every 10 minutes for a test field of circdar
targets. During the test, the van and, therefore, the cameras were f M y held in the same

position. The targets in each image were measured by the centtiod sub-pixel algorithm

discussed in Chapter 4. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the change in coordinates for one of the
targets, with the coordinates of the first image taken as the teference. Similar resuits were

obtained for ali other target points. It shodd be mentioned that the results in Figure 6.3
are for a target appearing in images of camera (2) which is comected to the imaging

board (l), whiie the resuits in Figure 6.4 are for camera (5) which is comected to board
(2). Both figures c o d h tbat the coordinate shifk, which is predominantly in the xdirection, becornes stable f i e r appmximateiy 80 minutes and is more or l e s identical for

both boards. The total E2MS wam-up shift is as iarge as 0.4 pixel. Since the enot is

identical for both boards, it will not affect the 3-D coordinates kcaw it will cancel out,
on the other band, m calt'bratioan mode, it w i l l not cancel. Therefore, it is recommended to
warm up the system for 80 niinutes before pcrfonning the c a l i i o n test.

Figure 6.3 :Coordinate Shift Over the Period of Warm-Up for Both the Camera and
Frame Grabber (1)

Time Since Switch on (d)

Figure 6.4 :Coordmate ShiA Over the Paiod of Wann-Up for Both the Camera and
Frame Grabber (2)

The experiment paformed does not a h w a conclusion to be reached on the source of the
wann-up effect, Le. whether it is due to the fhne grabber or the came~a~.
Hence, two

fiirther tests were conducid in exactly the same mannet as the prevhs tests, except that
e i k the hune grabber or the cameras wcre switched on one hour before the other

component was svïtched oa Figure 6.5 shows the resuits for the temperature-related drift
in the camera alone. The figure confimis that the caxnera drift is vay smaii and saailar m

both x and y cmrdkate directions, Le. it does not contri'bute in a major way to the
observed coordinate shift. This is diBetent for the hune grabber, which displays the same
shift during the warm-up period as obsmed previously, see Figure 6.6.The conchision
therefore is that the scaie changes in the x4rectïon durnig wam-up are largely hime

grabber-related and smiilar for both finune grabbers. However, they can be practicaiiy
eliminated by warxning up the system for about 80 minutes before starting the swey. It

should be mentioned that the typical tirne for initializing the INS and p e r f o h g the GPS
static initiakation is about 30 minutes.

Figure 6.5 :Coordinate Shift for the Period of Camera W m - U p Only
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Figure 6.6 :Cwrdinate Shift ûver the Paiod ofFrame Grabkr Warm-Up Only

As has been pointed out in Chapter 5, the reai-time al-

which are essential for

maintainhg a d o m positionhg accuracy under varying e x t e d conditions are
dependent on expert knowledge. Some of th& howledge can only be gained empiridy.

In this Section, current resuIts on INS bndging, bachard smoothiag, and OTF ambigu@
resolution will therefore be presented.

6.4.1 INS Bridging Accuracy

To test the INS bridging accuracy, two field tests of the VISAT navigation cornponent
were Camed out in May, 1995 and Aprii, 1996. The nrst test took place along an L-

shaped baseline in Calgary, while the second one is dong a tnjectory of circuiar shape.

The objective of the f b t test was to d i n e the INS-caiiirated parameters, esthated nom

lab caiiibration, and to estimate the scosor performauce in INS stand-alone mode (ZUPT
mode). The rwison for using an L-sheped baseline is that some INS emns are azïmuthdependent and wül ody show up in such a test design. On a straight traverse, these errors
are usuaiiy buried in the larger tirnedependent emns and are removed dong with them.

The objective of the second test was to confjrm the cali'bration results obtahed h m the
f%st test,

Figure 6.7 depicts the em>r behavior of the INS m stand-donemode during the M a y test.

GPS observations were removeci fkom the data for a 100 second p e n d and îhe INS data
were processed in stand-alone mode. The mith mode1 of this diagram was obtained by

using the trajectory computed h m the original GPSIINS measurements. Its accuracy is
good to a few centimeters. The INS stand-alone positionhg results stay below the haif

cycle level(10 cm for LI and 43 cm for wide lane) for about 31 seconds for L1 and 52

seconds for the wide lane. Thus, bridging by INS wouid have given correct resuits in this
case for up to 30 seconds when L1 was w d and up to 50 seconds for Ll/L2. It should be

noted that this îs valid only for this class of mertial hardware (Honepeii LasaRef III
strapdown system), i.e. an INS rated at one nautid mile per hour at 95% CEP in unaided

navigation mode. It aiso shouid be mentioned that the accuracy shown in Figure 6.7 is not
consistently achieved in al1 nuis; a more typical time mtervai for teacbing the half cycle
level is 20 seconds for L1 and 30 seconds for wide lane.

Figure 6.7: INS Enor Behavk in Stand-alone Mode

The output 6om the Kalman filter was processed again by the Rauch-Timg-Striebel
(RTS) optimal smoother, for more details about the RTS optimal smoother, see Gelb

(1979).The results of the snoothing are plotted in Figure 6.8, it has kai assumed that
there is a GPS position update at the end ofthe 100 sec. The mnh mode1 of this diagram
was obtaïned by using the trajectory cornputeci nom the original GPSdNS measurements.

They show that the smoother has improved the accuracy and that the INS bridging

intemal is extended to 41 seconds for L1 and to 100 sec for the wide-lane case. It also
shows that the time interval for the wide lane codd be m e r extended.

Figure 6.8: INS Errar Behavior in Stand-done Mode AAer Backward Smoothing

As mentioned in Section 4.33, the INS field cali'bration is the tefinement of the bias

parameters detemineci h m the lab caliiratioa This is nonnally &ne by esthmthg the

residuai drifts and biases in the c o d sensor output via a Kalmaa filter. nie residual

gyro drifts and accelerometer biases were eshated to be :

and

The predicîable position error of nich residuais is about 20 cm, as Cstunated h m
Equation ( 5 3 , after 60 sec of INS stand-alone mode. The estimated residuai drift and
biases were then added to those obtained h m the lab caliition. Four more surveys
were conducteci dong a 5

km long circular baseline (Figure 6.9) to test these estimated

bias tems. In these tests, the van was driva with constant velocity of 40 km/h with
regular stops at 50 sec intemals for 20 sec ZUPTs. Each nwey took about 20 minutes to

complete. Figure 6.10 shows the Merence between the INS stand-alonesolution and the
GPS/INS solution. The figure connnnS that the position between Z W T S grows to about
0 2 to 0.3 m in 60 sec. It is uJually not cumulative which indicates that there is no long
term emr trend, Le. the van's dynamics is corrPctly modeled and the INS bias tcmis are

correctly est-

with residual errors of about 10 m m .

Figure 6.9 :INS Trajectory During a Stand-alone Test Along a Circular Trajectory

Figure 6.10 :DBerence Between INS and GPSlINS Resuits Along a Circular Trajectory

6.4.2 GPS Cycîe Slip Dctection and Comctbn Ushg M

S Coordinates

There are a number of ways to assess the wfulness of the INS predicted coordiaaits for
cycle slip detection and c o d o n . Table 6.5 *es

the statistid summary of the

dflerence between the GPS position and the INS solution predicted over one second. To

obtati Statisticdy signifiant d t s , a sample size of eight hundnd was computed fkom
the two nms of the Aprii test The mean values are close to an> which mdicates that the

Kalman filter cornctly models the vehicle dynamics and systematic em>rs. The values fm
the standard deviation (a)are within the 3-cm range. Simikiy, the maximum values are

typically below 5 cm. These redts show the reliability of INS for cycle slip deteztion
over short periods and the effiveness of usmg the high INS daia rate (50

Hz) in

interplathg the camera coordinates at the t h e of exposure-

Table 65:GPS Versus DIS Piediction In Kiaemafic Mode
(Sarnple size = 800 sec)
-

standard

deviation (a)

Another method of assessing the INS predicted accuracy is by d t o M g the velues of v,

i.e. the dinerence ôetween the INS p d c t e d double clifference phase V A * d c k d

and

the measured double difference p h , V A c p m m . Tabk 6.6 iists îhe mean and
standard deviation of v values for different satellites and sample s k s during the April
test.

The listed standard deviation values iudicate the tbreshold for cycle slip detection,

Le. the value below which no cycle slips can be deteacd This indicatcs that in general a

cycle slip of H cyck can be detected by ushg INS measmementS.

Table 6.6: Difference Between VAPpredicted Usïng INS Redicted Coordmaies and
v&measufed using GPS (Sample size = 800 sec).

st. dev. (a)
(cm)

A third method of assessing the INS cycle slip nxing capability is the prediction of the

ambiguities of emerging satellites by INS and the cornparison with the m e a d GPS

results (using the computed position h m tracked satellites). Table 6.7 iists the
ambiguities for a number of satellites in one of the August nms as determined h m GPS
and as estimated h m tbe INS predicted coordinates. The maximum Wérence in cycles

agrees with the standard deviation values of Tables (6.5) and (6.6). This confirms that
both solutions are essentially identical and that die Kalman filter results comctly mode1
the van dynamics.

Table 6-7:D i B i c e Between Estiniated VAN From GPS and INS

SV Number

VAN

VAN

Différence in

INS

ms

Cycles

6

-1748369

-1748369.1

O. 1

16

-1938404

-1938403.8

0.2

17

833425

8344425-1

-0.1

27

-802652

-80265 1.7

0.3

23

879599

879598.8

02

I

In order to test the accuracy of ushg INS predicted coordinaîes to fïx the GPS
coordinates afkr signai blockage, a test dong a highway with a number of bridges was

performed. In this test, the van was stopped for about 600 sec a f k passing under a
bridge. This is not necesssvy for GPSmS iningratio~However, the siatic period can be
used for ambiguity fixing, so that truth values are available to assess the accuracy of the

ambiguities obtained by INS bridging. GPS blockage while passing under the bridges was
between 10 and 30 seconds. During this t h e , the INS fiiter continues in prediction mode.

Table 6.8 shows some of the wide-lane ambiguity values estimated h m the INS
predicted coordinates, and compares hem to those h e d by the OTF technique.

Table 6.8 :Arnbiguïty Estenation Ushg lNS Aedicted CoordinatCs.

SVNumber

Blockage
Interval

VAN

VAN

DHerence

GPS

INS

(cm)

(Sm)

6

13

-2804419

-2804419.1

-8.62

16

16

-2423079

-2423079.1

-8.62

17

17

833425

833424.85

12.9

23

18

2351363

2351362.9

8.62

12

23

272884

272884.2

-172

The coordinate difkences are larger than beforp, although sîili well withul the halfcycle
range of 43 cm for wide-lane. The larger diakences can be explained by the higher noise

level in wide-lane and by the satellite geornetry duriagthis test.

6.43 INS Supporthg OTF Ambiguity Rcsolation

The reliability of INS bridging depends on the accumulation of errors in each s u b m
and on die e f f i e n e s s of the updating procedure in reducing these mors. The larges
accumulation of errors occurs during periods of iuiaided INS operation, that is, upon
satellite loss of lock or absence of sdcient ZUPTs. During these periods, the INS is
used as a stand-alone positionhg system. After re-acquisition of the ~atelh23,INS resuiîs

an used to fix the phase ambiguities. In generai the ambiguities fked by the INS are
float. Following that, the GPS filter will atternpt to re-estabiish nxed ambiguity terms

while in kinematic mode. This, however, is not d o d y diable since it is geometry

dependent In gexteral, the lNS p d c t e d coordinates witl &ce

the time req-

to f
k

the ambiguities due to the good approximate coordinatcs a f k the ôridging process.

Figure 6.L 1 shows the ambiguity nwlg intemal as a fimction of the number of satellites.

The fÏrst column presents the thne required when the OTF techniqye alone is useci, the
second column when the INS predicted coonlinates are used as an appxmiation before

the OTF procedure is appiied, and the tnird column when the INS predided coordinates
are directly used aAer a 10 second ZUPT. The results indicate thaî by using the INS
predicted coordinates, the t h e required to fÏx the ambiguities is reduced by 80% to 95%
for poor satellite geometq and by 200h to 60% for g d sateilite geometcy. This indicates
that the INS constant

bias te-

(miiiniy accelerometer biases) are well estimated, and

that the two systems are accunitely synchronbd Similar d t s were obtained for

L1

ambiguities where more time for ambiguity m g is needed when using d y the GPS.

An efficient operational procedure to deal with the bridging problem afker passhg under a
bridge is therefore to use wide-lane GPS data processing and then to rewind the GPS and

INS files to start at the epoch of signal re-acquisition. This elimmates the errors in the
trajectory after signal re-acquisition and ambiguity fixing. The same principle cm be used

for backward smoothing the INS trajectory dining periods of signal blockage.

These results indicate the importance of muent ZUPTs, when the system alert for loss
of lock is on, and of static re-initialiraton of the system in case of long sateiüte blockage

in urban centers. Statk re-iaitialhtion wili give the GPS filter the to converge after
being reset by the INS filter.

Figure 6.1 1:E f k t of Using the INS Piedictexi Coordinates in
Speeding Up Ambiguity Fixing

The production system was tested in Montreal and Quebec City in September 1995. The
test areas included open areas, d a n centers with narrow roads,

and minor and major

highways with a number of overpasses. Some of the Monmal City test results wiil be
presented in this section. They are in six sectors, about 180 km, w e y e d in five &YS.
The sectors were mveyed such that the resuits in ail sectors could be used to evaluate the
system repeatability in fornard and backwatd runs on the same day as well as on different
&YS.

The system's relative accuracy can be estimated by the day-to-day and nm-to-nm
repeatability or the accuracy of measuring known distances. In order to test the system
repeatabilityy some weîldenned landmarks dong the test course were used for
cornparison. Figure 6.12 shows d t s ofa cornparison of diffêrent nms in both forward

and bachard directions on the same day,taking the forward MIS as the nference. Figure
6.13 shows the relative accuracy of the same landmarks for &y-to-day rrpeatabilityyby

taking the results of one day as a refamce.

e E aN r h :
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Figure 6.12. Repeatability of Forward-Backward Rims on the Same Day
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Figure 6.13 :Repeatabifïty ofForward-Backward Ruos on Diffèrent Days

Table 6.9 summarizes the system repeatabiiity as obtawd h m the tests d e m i above.
The RMS(E, N) is the composite horizontal e m r , computed hm:
M ( E , N)

-- j (6F)

+ (av) , where 6E and 6N are the e-

in the East and North

coordinates.

Table 6.9: Statistical Summary of the Sysam Repeatabiliity
Repeatabiüîy

RMS (E, N)

RMs (h)

(cm)

(cm)

Fornard-bacbard, same day

*8

*S

Same direction, different days

*6

*4

Forward-backward, different days

* 10

*7

The resuits in height indicate that the GPS/INS positionhg component is workhg at the
centimeter level of accuracy. Smce the height component in GPS is the weakest, it cari k
expected that the X and Y components are at kest of the same accuracy. The inctea~ein
enors for the horizontal components must, thaefore, be due to the camera auay- The

mon l k l y explanation is that the increase m RMS(E, N) as compareci to -(Li)
to the dong-tmck ermr caused by the emm

is due

in determinhg the base between the cameras-

The across-track error shodd be small and comparable m size to the height error. Another
explanation would be a poor synchronizition between the GPSlINS component and the
camera component. This would resuit again in an dong-track errer. Repeatability in the
same direction, even on dinerent days, seems to be consistentiy better than the

repeatabüity between forwani and backward nms. The RMS values of 10 cm in the

horizontal and 7 cm in the vertical directions are still reasonab1e, cornidering the fact that
the errors in forward-backward direction shouid be

fi times the emrs in the

same

direction.

The accuracy ofmeanning distances with the VISAT system is another way oftesting the
system's relative accuracy. For this purpose a special test was done by measiiring the

lengeh of some well-defined feahms dong the test course and t a h g images of these
feahws in kinematic mode. Figure 6.14 shows the difference between the VISAT

computed distances and the hown distances. As expected, the figure shows

b t

the

enors are disauice-dependent and reach a magnitude of 10-14 cm for objects 30 m away
fiom the van.
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Figure 6.14 :The A a ~ r a c yof MeaPuring Distances with the VISAT System

The main objective of the VISAT system is the detennination of the 3-D coordinates of

ail objects within the vide0 cameras' field of f e w . Absolute accuacy is de-

as the

ciifference between the VISAT-derived 3-D coordinates and given control. As mentioned

previously, the ha1 eccuracy of the 3-D coordinates is a bction of the complete

processing chain which involves GPS positions, INS position/attiitude, met l o c ~ t i o n
in the images, and system cal'bration. Figure 6.15 shows the errors iu the computed 3-D

coordinates of 14 conml points locateâ dong one of the test sectors. ï h e 3-D caordin;ites
were computed h m two images using the georeferencing formula described in Section
3.5. The distance between the control points and the cameras was approximately 10-30 m.

The figure shows that an RMS of 16 cm in the horizontal coordinates and 7 cm in height
are achievable for -ces

of up to 30 m away h m the van.

4E i N r h i

Point Number

Figure 6.15. Absolute Accuracy ofthe VISAT System

6.53 Error Propagation Wi Distance and Effect of Geometry OptirniPtion

As mentioned in Chapter 5, most of the system m
r
s are distaace-dependent Therefore,
it was necessary to investigate the emn propagation with distance and how this emr

could be minimized by usbg redudant information in the 3-Dcoocdinate computation.

The georeferencing equafion contains four unlcnowns (three c

o

o and~one scale

factor) in three equations. Using an exposure intwal of 5 m, the same object will appear
in four to six consecutive images. Having N images of the same scene will add 3N extra
equations and N UIlkLLow~ls(scale fâctors) for the same point (i). This adds redundancy to

the spatial intersection pmblem. A least squares solution of the space intersection

-

between the N rays is computed with (3N 3 - N) degrees ofM o m .

Figure 6.16 shows the position m r for various distances for one specinc ground target.
This target appears in seven consecutive images (camaa I/camera 2). The position error
is defhed as the merence between the system c

o

o end~the known coordinates.

The VISAT system was used, m this case, to get the measment data, but the priacipie
applies to any close-range measurement system of this type. As is obvious h m Figure
6.16, the emrs in the Ndïrection (dong track) are iarger then those in the E and h

directions. This is &y

due to the scde k t o r emK discussed previously. By usmg

exposures with good geometry,

emm m the N-direction wiU a m a i . d.
Thus by

automatidy seleaing those images which optimize the geometry for dl three coordinate!
directions, positions of consistent accuracy can be obtaind

4.2
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163
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25.4
Dbîaace (m)

30.4

35.5
l

Figm 6.16: E r m Propagation with Distance

Figure 6.17 shows the effect of reducing the emrs in the 3-D coordmates by adding

redundancy and by improving geometry. The solution of the first stereo-pair is used with
each consecutive stereo-pair in the spatial intersection problem. The cornparison of

Figures 6.16 and 6.17 indicate that by adding stereo-pairs to the spatial intersection

solution, the along-track positionai m
r
sare considerably impmved.
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Figure 6.17 :Effêct ofGeometry on Positional E m r

This opens mteresting possibilities for a mobile system with centimeter level accinacy.
Such accuracy is usudy needed for specifïc targets of economic importance, such as
property corners. Figure 6.18 shows, based on the VISAT system Mmera codiguration,
the principle of reducing the effct of geometry on the derived

3-D coordinates by

combiaing data fiom different nms, surveys, and days. Thus, it is possible to design an
operationai proceciute which optimizes the im@g
target based on cobearity

geowtry and the distance to the

erm analysis. This will usually be suflïcient to reduce the

total positioning emr to 5-10 cm (RMS). If objects are targeteà and cameras with higher

resolution are used,
cm.

t

might be possible to d u c e the total error to RMS values below 5

The resuits of using images firom diffèrent nms for the determination of the 3 D
coordinates of one GCP are listed m Table 6.10. in dus table, 6 is the difference between
the GCPs known coordinates

and the VISATderïved coordinates. It should also be

mentioned that the poor horizontal accuracy for the image combination (4) is pureiy due
to bad gwmetry, as supported by

the fkt that the height accutacy is below the decimeter

level. This is due to the fact that the two cameras and the object jmmt lie on a straight

line. In practice, such situations can be avoided. The VISAT station software will not
ailow the user to use such a combination of images, and wiU propose other combinations

which may be obtained h m dif5erent nms and could d

t in the best geometry possible

for the particular case.
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Figure 6.18: Rmciple of Ushg Images From DEerent Surveys and Days

Table 6.10 :The Effect ofUsing Images From DiBiirent Runs on the Accuracy of the 3 D

C a w r a Configmratioa and
Sequence of Measutements

1 - Cam. 5 and Cam. 3 with Cam,5

Day (i),
Forward diteciion

being 5 m ahead ofCam.3
2. Cam. 3 and Cam. 5 with Cam. 5
being 5 m ahead ofCam.3
3. Cam. 5 and Cam. 2 with Cam 5

Day (0, Forward direction

king 10 m ahead of2
4.

Cam.3 and Cam. 2 with Cam.3
being 5 m ahead ofCam.2

Day (0, Forward

The software give a bad
geometry waming message.

The cameras and the object
are almost dong a straight

line
5. Cam. 3 and Cam. 1 with Cam. 3

being 5 rn ahead of Cam. 1

Day (i), Forward
The software give a bad

geometry waming message

1 6. Cam. 1 and Cam.2 Fixed base

1 7. Cam.2 and Cam. 1 Fixed base
8. Cam. 1 and Cam. 5

Day (j), Backward direction
Cam. 1 Day (i)

Cam.5 Day 0)
9. Cam.2 and Cam. 3

C m . 2 Day (i)
Cam. 3 Day (j)

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The development of VISAT, a

mobile highway survey systern for road inventory and

general GIS applications, was the major objective of this research and was successfully

achieved Such a development was necessary because many of the existing classical
rnethods of acquiring GIS data are no longer meeting curent needs of data acquisition
because they are too slow, Iabor intensivey and often do not provide the a t t r i i

information rrquVed for a dedicated GIS. The main objective of this research, the
development and testing of a precise muiti-sensor mobik mapphg systern, named
VISAT, for operation in urbaa centers, has been met successfully. The VISAT system can

be operated con~uousiyunder diverse operational conditions to generate georeferenced

digital images. The VISAT Station environment pennits user-f?iendly viewhg of the
imagery containmg m e n t information for a user prescri'bed area. The image d a t & ~ ~

provides a flexible information media which can be used in decision making, answer
queries, and more g e n d y Y in updating maps

and GIS systems. It has been also

demonstrated that the system is more acciirate thaa mnially antic-

and can meet the

more stringent accuracy mpkements for highway and g e n d GIS applications.

The system, consisthg of différentia1GPS, a shapdown INS, an ABS pick-up, and eight

CCD cameras, has been extensively tested in mirent operational enviroments. Test
saeas include open areas, urban centcrs with nanow roeds, and minor and major highways
with a number of overpasses.

A software package for the integration o f GPS senal data, INS Arinc data, and video

digital data has been dweloped using decentmiized htegration. The synchro-tion
images is at the 1 msec level.

of

The program has a modular structure that can be easily and

quickly modined to accommodate daîa h m new aioriliary measurement systems, e.g.

another positioning system such as GLONASS.

The theoreticai hmework of georeferencing muiti-sensor data, more specificaily video
images, using GPS/INS data has k e n derived, and considerable emphasis has been given
to system &%ration

and its importance in the georeferencing procesS. The fomulation of

the extraction of 3-D coordinates from muhi-georeferenced images has a h bem
presented.

7.2 Conclusions

The following wnctusions can be dtam h m this rescarch :

1. Absdute accaracy: The analysis of the system's absolute accuracy was based on a

cornparison with "grouad truth" that was independentiy determined with an accuracy
of 1-2 cm. Agreement with pre-meyed control points was gmerally better tban 30

cm and had an RMS value of 16 cm in the horizontal coordinates and 7 cm in height

In gen-

the resuits of the system rwtmg show that the absolute accuracy surpasses

the development objectives for the prototype system.

2. System repeatabüity: The system repeatability also has been mvestigated based on

run-to-run and &y-to-day results. Run-to-nm and day-today repeatabüity achieved in
the system testing are about 7 cm (RMS) horizontaiiy and about 4 cm (RM$)
verticaiiy. There is no signifiant diffe~ncebetweem m-to-nmand &y-to-day results.

This indicates that the GPSmS wmponent works at a consistent level h m &y to &y
and that the GPS can be used as a coordinate reference independent of local control.

3. Opeirting speeà:

Results ùidicate that highway velacities of 60 ham can be

maintained with adequate &ta -fer
at the VISAT Station.

and target positionhg in pst-processing mode

4. Redundany: Furtber impmvement in 3-D cootdinate accufacy has been achieved by

usuig redudant measurements instead of individual image pairs and by applying

geometric constfaints. The use of mdti-images in the 3-D cornputation Rduces dong-

track mor propagation with distance as weU as extends the 3-D m m m e n t
operationai distance. By applying these techniques together with point targehg,
position accuracy of baiathan 5 cm (REiiIS) seem feasible.

5. Temperatun eff=t:

The effkcts of temperatme change during the warm-up perïod

on the CCD cameras are sale changes in the x-direction. The effects are largely M e
grabber related and similar for both 6aw grabbers. Therefm t wül not e

t the

3-

D coordinates because it will cancel out, On the other haad, in &%ration mode , it
will not cancel out, but they can be practicaliy eliminated by w d g - u p the system
for about 80 minutes before starting the diration.

6. Synchronizatioi: In order to reach the accuracy required for VISAT appiications, the

synchronization should be accurate to a few miibmnds (one disecond is
equivalent to 1.8 cm positional ernn at a velocity of 60 kdh). This accuracy has been
achieved with the cumnt hardware configuration. Synchronization errors introduce an
aiong-track erm. Synchronizationetrors couid be dramatcally reduced by using either

low-level coding software techniques, or centralized hardware integration techniques.

The first technique couid be appiied to the real time dock of the hoa PC, the second to
hardware integdon in a single board (centrahed interf.zu*Rboard).

7. Calibration: Lens distortion and y-scak factor deteminiation was necessary for the

cali'bration of non-rnetric CCD cameras. The c a l i i t i o n requirrs a number GCPs. A
test

field of circular reflective targets of 5 inch diameter were d An automatic

detection method is necessary to esthaîe the met centers to an o f a c ~ a c 0.1
y puel.

The dbration is quite stable. Even with a one-month interval between the three
performed cali'bratiom, the changes in the base vector and the relative orientation

angles were only t 2 mm in position and

2 arc miiutes in orientation. The

orientation mor due to system caliration results in a position errer of about 3 an over

a distance of 35 m (35 m x tan 2 arc minutes = 3 cm ).On the other hanci, a constaut

bias of 2 mm in the base between the cameras (especidy the forward loolcing ones)
can introcluce an emr of 7 cm mainly dong-track, for an object 35 m away fiom the
cameras.

8. INS Bridging: Tests usmg the HoneyveU LaserRef I l i INS indicate thaî stand-alone

positioning enon stay below the half cycle level(10 cm for L1 and 43 cm for wide-

lane) for about 31 sec for L1 and 52 sec for the wide-iane case. With the use of the

RTS optimal smootber, the INS bridging mterval can be extended to 41 sec for L1 and
1O0 sec for the wide-Iane case,respeçtively.

9. M S cyck slip detedion and correction: The diaerence between the GPS position
and the INS solution over a one second intervai kas used to assess the potential ofthe
INS to detect and fix GPS cycle slips. The statistical mean of these values was aiways
close to zero which indicates that the Kalman nher correctly modeis the vehicle

dynamics and systematic e m . The values for the standard deviation were widim the
3 cm range. These d t s show the reliability of INS for cycle slip dctection over short
penods and the effectiveness of using the high INS data rate (50 Hz) in mterpolating
the camera coordinates at the time ofexposure.

10. INS Supporthg the OTF. Test &ts

mdicate that the t h e for OTF ambiguity

resolutiw crm be coiisiderabiy d u c e d by tïsing the INS predicted coordinates as an

approximation before the OTF procedure is applied. The time rrquirrd to fk the
ambiguities is reduced by 80% to 95% for poor satellite geometry and by 20% to 60%
for good satellite geomew. This indiaites that the INS constant bias temis (maidy

accelerometer bises) are weil estimateci and the two systems are accruately

Based on the work done in this mearch, the foilowing recommendations for future
research are proposed:

Data Logghg Software (VLog) :

Implementation ofd - t i m e quaiïty control module:î h e main h c t i o n of the real-time
quaïty control component is to give real-time alerts to the operator in situations where

the specined trajectory quality can most likely be not achievd These alerts are

detennuted by the cornputer which monitors data accuracy of GPS and INS, tracks
signal blockage for each sateIliteyand mtroduces expert ImowIedge on INS briaging
(smoothing) and the convergence tïme of OTF embiguily resolution techniques into
the process. ln such cases, where

an alert is &en, the vehicle is stopped to either

ailow an additional ZUPT, or, in more critical casesy an independent ambïguity

resolution. Using these additional measurement periods, the rrquirrd pst-mission
tmjectory accuracy can be obtained in the specified number of cases and tesucveys can

be avoided.

Investigation of the effe* of usmg a single board for the inkgration of
GPS/INS/ABS/PPS data and its effect on synchronizationerrors: Thû impïementation

will be essential for airborne applications where

pet

qmchronization accuracy is

requkd. It can be achieved by using the centraüzed hardware integratïon scheme
discussed in Chapter 5.

Calibration :

Investigation of another way for simpüfying field procedures for the determination of
the relative orientation parameters. Cametas codd be caiirated inside the tower first,

and then the two towers codd be calibrateci with the INS. Ushg such a procedure, it
would be possible to calibrate the two towers m a lab environment. This has the

advantage that fewer GCPs can be used in the second step.

Modeling work shouid be focused on the investigation and improvement of the
accuracy of the INS pfediction during data gaps. Aaother form of the Kaknrm filter,

baseci on adaptive filtering, might offer a pmising approach.

Implementing a pot-missionquality control moduk which uses aiI availabk resources
to obtain the best possible trajectory. 'Ihis includes: the use of INS data for bndging

GPS outages; the use of bachard smoothing procedures and OTF ambiguity

resolution; the aubmafic ehnhation of bad sateihs; automatic rewinding of mes
after fixing the ambiguities; applying no GPS update in periods of bad DûP; omittiog
bad ZUPTs etc,

Some additionai tests are necessary to investigate the qstem paformance for longer

GPS differentiai baselines. The optimal static initialization h e shouid also be

examined.

Another attractive research ami is the use observations h m emerging new satellite

systems such as GLONASS and STARFIX. The dundant observation wouid help to
reduce problerns with GPS signal blockage.

The mtegmtion of ABS data into KINGSPAD as an additional meamernent for
bridging GPS outages and extendhg the INS bïidging interval should be studied.

Cameras :

Investigating the use of one contml unit for dl cameras for beüer cameta-tbcamera

syncbroaization.

Investigating the use of digitai or progressive s c m cameras and their effect in
increasing the vertical resolution of the images.

Investigating the use of d - t i m e compression of the images and its effect on

inrreasing the rate ofthe captured images.

VISAT Station :

Investigating the use of back-projection and feature Jiiperimposition and its
importance for map revision.

Investigating the integration of INS data and relative positions obtained h m

aianguiation with image data and implementation of map matchhg using existing
digital maps f o m an attractive resea~charea.

Investigating the use of shape detedon for automatic detection of road signs and

speciai geometric features. Having identifieci slnüar (objects) shapes on stem pairs of
images, and matching constraÏnts (e.g, epipohr lines)

can be used to automatidly

position objects using conjugate imagery. When Mage nsolution pennits, character

recognition can be employed to identiry a specinc si@ fimction. This information
coupled with he-of-sight data c a . be used to determine ifa sign is in the appropriate
position and, ifnot, where it should be relocated

The configuration ofthe images used in 3-Dcomputation shouid be optimized in order
to form a suitable mieginggeometry in the existing system.

New rnappiig sensors :

The incorporation of sonar or laser ranging devices would open a aumber of new
applications for the use of mobile mapping systems in transportation applications. The
idormation fiom these xiwrs, the distance between the sensors and the road surface,
could be used to control the iNS vertical channel drift,

These problems will provide challenges for years to corne. Sohing these problems wiil be

an enormous extension of mobik mapping h m vans and the fiisioa of such data with
otfier multi-sensorb
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APPENDIX (1)
Technid Speciscations ofthe Laser ReHII INS

System Specificritions

1

Panmeter

1

Longitude
Bodyangular
l

rate

N-SVelocity
E-W Velocity
Pitch
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1 Baalathn
0~000172*
0.000488

I180

a 128

I

I
4096
Knots
2 4096
Knots
t

4 0

-

-/sec
0.01563
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0.01563
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0.000a87

1 Performance Parameter

1

gyro bias uncertain@(defi)
gyro random noise (deg/

Jh)

0.001

de-fiaoruncertainty (ppm)

p alignment uncertainty ( arc sec)
accelerometerbias uncertainty (mg)
accel-de-factor mcertainty @m.
accelerometeralignment uncertain@(sec)
accelerometerbias trendhg (mg/sec)

CIassII 1.Onmi.h
0.003
1.O
/

1

10-25
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5
/
0-5 at m
s
evem 3 minutes

OP

I

net bias < 50 mGal
shorttam bias <

Technid Specifications of the Ashtech 2-12 GPS receiver

(For More Momation, See Ashetch 2-12 OpeiatioaManual)

Signais

Full wavehgth carrier on L1 and L2

No.of Channels

12

Feaaires

2 RS-232 ports, 1 PPS , Real-tirne data
output, RTCM.

-

ûpemting: -20 + 55 Degree C

-

Storage :4 0 + 75 Degree C.

Technical Specifications ofthe COHU 4980 ( RS-170) CCD Carnera

Parameter
m

e ares

6.4 x 4.8 mm

Lens

Auto-iris C-mount, 8 mm focal Iength

Field of view

43 degrees (H)

Unager type
Resolution

HAD interiine transfaCCD chip
768 H x 494 V pixels

Elestronic

Eight steps : 1/60 1/10 000 second

- 37 degrees (V)

-

shuster
sync

Genlock, includes H and V drive inputs

Input power

12 V addc

opetating

udmtedduetotheuseofpresmidcase

Temperature

*
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